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editor’s Letter
Dear Readers, 

There has always been debate surrounding Audeamus since its inception: how 
it is spelled, pronounced, and, most prominently, what it is. The typical expla-
nation given is that it’s a multi-disciplinary academic journal of anything re-
producible on paper for honors students in the UC system. In essence? We’re 
eclectic. 

From the people who run the journal and do the dirty behind-the-scenes work, 
to the submissions that we accept and print, there is nothing “typical” about 
Audeamus. And that is what I truly love about Audeamus, because it is a reflec-
tion of the lives we all live—atypical and eccentric. Everyone has experiences 
and stories that make them who they are, and here we’ve come together to 
share them with other similar atypical, eclectic people. 

Just looking at our various present and past covers, one can tell that Audeamus 
is something special, just like our editorial board. Our board is a group of di-
verse, hard-working students who are very much like those who are published 
(and not just because some of them are published). We’ve all worked hard this 
year to continue the legacy of what some would call Bumbledeer, which is the 
visual embodiment of the spirit of Audeamus. 

This year’s journal has a classic antique look and the removable cover has a 
special story behind it. Each UC campus is unique and where the journal is 
published has available to it a course on the history of the printing press. This 
course allows students to get hands on experience. The covers were made using 
these presses. If your copy has one of these covers consider yourself holding 
an new old item. The antique printing presses are located in Special Collec-
tions in the Tomas Rivera Library. We would like to thank Gwido Zlatkes, Sara 
Stilley, and Doctor Adrian Petko for allowing us to use the printing presses. 
I’d like to think that this year’s “look” says something about who we are and 
what we strive for as a journal. While the pursuit of knowledge is in a constant 
state of change and flux, we can never forget that even as undergraduates doing 
original work, we are the newest generation of knowledge-seekers and  artists 
whose history goes back to the beginnings of man’s consciousness. And we are 
proud to publish and continue that history even as we join it. Enjoy. 

Sincerely, 
Erin Dimbleby 
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A eyes open B
f

or, 
Om! 

A Romance

by kevin eldridge

“you see this beAutiful turtle,” the Abbot sAys to our smAll 
grouP, stAnding in A hAlf-circle. He is a young Vietnamese man 
with tortoise-shell glasses and a constant smile. He wears the 
deep brown robes of the monastics, which falls almost exactly 
like a dress would. “This beautiful turtle does not need to work 
at being a turtle. He is, very simply, just a turtle. Every day, he 
swims, he eats bugs, he sits in the sun, like a little Buddha. For 
him it is very easy to be a turtle. Do you see?” He points into the 
pond and stares at the big turtle that has bobbed towards him, 
arching its neck stiffly from the water. He smiles at the animal 
for a long time. Like most of the monks and nuns, he pauses for 
long stretches of silence between his sentences. Sometimes in 
the middle of explaining an aspect of meditation, they will stop 
speaking, and stare. There is a tremendous value placed on si-
lence here. When I first visited I felt hot bursts in my stomach 
unfolding during these silences, and would stare down at my 
hands. I had the overwhelming urge to clear my throat over 
and over again, in order to fill the space. Within this space, the 
monks seem to come to the simplest of realizations, which they 
share with us. “It is so easy for him,” the abbot finally continues. 
“He is smiling.”
 I look down at the turtle. I see no smile. It looks like all 
turtles, with its stony, reptillian grimace—a heavy, sucked-lipped 
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frown. But do turtles signify their emotions with their faces? 
Does a turtle have any particular feelings about being a turtle? 
About anything?
 “But we humans,” he continues, looking back with his 
tight smile, “we are not so easily ourselves. Sometimes we walk, 
and we don’t know anything about our walking. Sometimes we 
step into the beautiful sun, but we do not see the sun. We cannot 
see anything. Our minds are very busy, worrying about tomor-
row or yesterday. It is so easy to get lost this way.”
 I have been visiting Deer Park Monastery for nearly 
four years, since New Years my freshman year of college. It is 
a Zen monastery on top of a 
long, low hill, a brontosau-
rus’s back sleeping behind 
higher hills on the outskirts 
of Escondido. It used to be 
a training facility for Peace 
Corps Volunteers. It was 
established by Thich Nhat 
Hanh, a highly regarded 
Zen master, who was exiled 
from Vietnam during the 
war. Sometimes I visit for 
only a day, or I come for half-
week retreats. I always feel 
a painful mix of restlessness 
and calm when I come. The 
monks are deliriously peace-
ful, but I have not been able to find my own sense of stability 
yet. The abbot is giving the very familiar explanation of walking 
meditation.
 The apparent simplicity of walking meditation can be 
deceptive. One takes the first step—the right foot, typically—and 
breathes in. Then the next step, left foot, and breathes out. One 
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moves slowly, like a lazy, wayward beetle. One contemplates 
their feet, the feeling of the earth. One invests everything into 
the act of feeling their body moving. At Deer Park, walking med-
itation happens in large groups, and we walk to nowhere. We 
walk in circles around the turtle pond, looking at the ground, or 
smiling up into the sky. If anyone is like me, we’re worried most 
of the time about how strange we look. When I walk this slowly, 
I wobble left and right. My feet and legs don’t know what to do, 
taking five seconds to take one step. And my mind wanders.
 Left foot—I’m hungry—what time is it?—it’s cloudy—
where’s the sun?—what if someone tried to eat a cloud?—what 
sort of bird is that?—what if someone tried to eat that bird?—stel-
lar jays, those are annoying birds—Dad was complaining about 
them last week—Oh. Left foot.
 The brain is a big tangle, made out of knots. Or else 
it’s a knot, made out of tangles. It’s like the extension cord my 
dad would always make me unwind when we did yard work. A 
big heap of orange, trying to strangle itself. I would sometimes 
spend twenty minutes trying to unmap its pathways. I get lost in 
my mind in the same way. I spend half a second remembering to 
breathe, and then my mind swoops in on itself and carries the 
rest of me up into another sky of lost thoughts. (And while I’m 
there—what is my mind, and what is me? How can one affect the 
other? Are they the same? It’s too complicated to even ask any-
body.)
 “Let us try to be like the turtle. Every step, we become 
a lovely Buddha.” The abbot places his palms together and bows 
to us—and he strolls away, smiling. Everybody is smiling. I am 
smiling too, though I don’t feel like smiling. I sometimes feel 
like I have to smile. Sometimes it makes me feel like I’m being 
initiated into a cult. This place, these people, meditation— it em-
barrasses me terribly. All of it is so unnatural. At the same time, 
when it brings me somewhere, when the elements line up and my 
body and my mind and my breath are all together, I feel like one 
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complete, undivided moment of life. There is nothing like it.
 
 For most of my life I have been seeking an epiphany. I 
know I’ve never had one, and I don’t really believe in them. But 
it doesn’t stop me. I want to see the world in a new way, freshly 
scorched, the singed hole opening onto something I have been 
missing my whole life. I’ve wanted for years to be altered, to sud-
denly turn in a new direction and feel myself transfigured.
 I cannot know what it is—general restlessness perhaps? 
Something is simply not right, and it seems to have never been 
right. And an epiphany offers the release of a giant exhalation— 
the sudden shedding of a vague spiritual burden. Epiphany orig-
inally denoted a manifestation, a shocking appearance of some-
thing previously unnoticed, unknown, or missing. It implies a 
locking together of separated elements. It’s that moment when 
something “clicks.” So the moments preceding it are by defi-
nition blurry—the seeker doesn’t know exactly what is sought, 
can’t see what is missing, and is usually in a state of intense con-
fusion prior to the epiphany. In other words, the seeker is your 
average human being.
 There is a story my mother loves to tell about me. I was 
a garrulous child, and on this particular car ride I was talking my 
mom’s ear off about construction equipment. We were driving 
by an excavated lot, bulldozers and cranes and heavy trucks with 
drills dangling out the side. I described to her—in surprising de-
tail, for a four-year-old—the function of each vehicle. She claims 
my understanding was impressive. When I seemed to have ex-
hausted my knowledge of the vehicles, I sighed heavily.
 “I’ll never know everything in this world.”
 I can’t remember if this was where this restlessness be-
gan, or if it was simply an indicator of what was to become my 
interior state later in life. Somewhere along the line, I started 
leaning towards a spiritual life, noting gaps in my experience 
that religion seemed potentially capable of rectifying. I grew up 
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in a highly Christian community, but my mother was cautiously 
atheist and my father was explicitly anti-Christian. My friends 

sometimes encouraged me to come to church with them. When 
I was especially little, my admission of being an atheist could 
provoke gasps from them. It was apparent at an early age that I 
couldn’t go to Christianity for clues to the nature of my restless-
ness. Any attempts to take it seriously were short-lived, upset by 
a deeply-rooted feeling that what it had to offer was not what I 
was seeking. It wasn’t until college, however, that I considered 
Buddhism as an alternative.
 
 Bodhidharma, the monk credited for bringing Bud-
dhism from India to China, may be a complete work of fiction. 
His biography remains thickly shadowed, spotty, pregnant with 
decade-long gaps and highly-embellished tales. He is the first of 
the six patriarchs—the figures responsible for the initial devel-
opment of Zen Buddhism in China. He is also a central figure 
in Zen’s mythology, frequently a key figure in popular koans or 
anecdotes meant to demonstrate important ideals within the tra-
dition. One of the best known explains his alarming appearance 
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in most visual depictions.
 Some stories claim impressive feats for Bodhidharma. 
He spent nearly a decade in a cave, staring incessantly at a wall, 
having vowed not to leave until he reached enlightenment. Oth-
ers say he spent so long in a seated position that his legs simply 
fell off one day, like two clay appendages outgrown. But Bodhid-
harma had a problem with falling asleep during meditation. He 
became so infuriated at his inability to stay awake that he cut 
off his eyelids. Consequently, he is often shown with two rag-
ing moons for eyeballs. His ferocious stare makes him look like 
a demon. Many famous Zen paintings show just his large face,
and his glaring eyes staring back at the viewer. They say: “Take 
note! Let nothing obstruct the way to enlightenment—even your 
own skin!”

 In the mornings at Deer Park, well before daylight has 
shown itself, a monk rings the temple bell from somewhere very 
far away. Its long, steely sound reminds me of an enormous metal 
stomach—its reverberations hang in the lightless sky for impos-
sible amounts of time until the bell is hit again. It is calling the 
whole monastery to morning meditation.
 I am at Deer Park for a college student retreat. When I 
first awake, I am in a dormitory with a number of other students 
whose names I don’t know. Many of them went out on a night 
hike yesterday, but I went promptly to bed, so I could wake up 
early enough for this. Some of them don’t move. Others groan 
and twist deeper into their blankets. I slip on shoes and walk out-
side.
 The grounds are so deep in darkness that I have to walk 
alongside the dormitory with my hand on its wall, waiting for 
my eyes to adjust. When they begin to peel at the dark, I can 
see some monks, walking alone, down the paved hill to the main 
meditation hall. They are wearing extra layers, the same thick 
brown hue of sweatshirts and coats. One exceedingly tall monk 
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from Sweden looks almost like a ghost, the way he seems to 
slowly bounce away from the ground with each step. During the 
day, these same monks are prone to jokes and exuberant smil-
ing; but this early before light they seem like part of the morning 
shadow.
 In the enormous meditation hall, women sit on one side, 
and men on the other. We face away from each other, so we can 
see the numerous windows peering out towards one or another 
of the higher hills that wall in the monastery. When the first bell 
is rang inside the hall, and we close our eyes, the darkness is still 
thick—no different from the middle of the night. Meditating this 
early for me is difficult, my dreaming mind is still partially acti-
vated, and senseless thoughts pour in, one after the other. The 
startled babbling of my psyche. A thin wisp of incense drags it-
self around the hall, and, some mornings, a monk speaks softly 
into a microphone, offering spare sentences of guidance for our 
meditation: “Breathing in, I feel my stomach expanding, the air 
going deep into my body. Breathing out, I feel my body pressing 
this air out of my torso.”
 Meditation is a bodily act. A breath starts in the nostril 
and pushes inwards, through the nasal cavity, into the throat; it 
burrows down into the chest, emptying into the lungs, which 
expand along with the belly. In addition to this, one winds the 
spine to a perfect straightness, adjusts their head in a stable po-
sition on their neck. The body touches the ground at both knees 
and the bottom—a triangle of support. It takes all of this just to 
get started. Lining up the body is easy enough, but it is the mind 
that causes the problems.
 This morning meditation lasts about forty-five min-
utes—a pitiful amount, compared to more rigid monasteries. 
Some hardcore retreats have completely silent meditations that 
last for three hours. Then it becomes an endurance game. When 
I first started meditating, after just ten minutes, the feeling in 
my feet would tingle away, one or another of my calves would 
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slowly develop a stabbing pain, the small of my back would ache 
and shudder. After three hours, it is not uncommon to lose feel-
ing entirely in your legs. All your body must be doing is scream-
ing pain of every variety. But the value is to move past this pain; 
to know it completely, to see it from every angle, but to move 
around it. Stick with your breath, and someday (though probably 
not today) you’ll be glad you did.
 But with these shorter meditations, my anguish is always 
mental. I might sit for a half an hour and spend literally two min-
utes—if I’m lucky—actually paying attention to my breath. The 
rest of it is sliding down another long chain of thoughts, climb-
ing back to the top, and repeating the cycle. The brain is fero-
ciously, desperately busy.
 When finally another bell is sounded, and we are invited 
to open our eyes, what greets me is morning light. The change 
has not been sudden, of course, but I have been staring at the 
backs of my eyelids for close to an hour, and so I have the plea-
sure of seeing something for a brief moment in a raw, surprising 
way. The room has been invaded with a soft, brushy blue. Every 
angle, inside and out, has been brought into focus. This is my 
favorite part about going to meditation in the morning. The un-
expected pleasure of sight.
  
 Despite the long years Buddha spent becoming Buddha, 
Zen postulates an almost-instantaneous kind of enlightenment. 
Hence the incessant following of breath. Something completely 
unexpected could contain the whole universe within it, could 
prompt one’s sudden understanding of it. That’s why a practitio-
ner needs to watch for birds, for a leaf dropping from a branch, 
for a subtle change in one’s surroundings. We have nothing but 
the ordinary, and even that we prevent ourselves from truly ac-
cessing.
 Zen masters would sometimes hit their students with 
canes or sticks, kick them, spit on them, shout at them, or recite 
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seeming nonsense to them ad nauseum. Students would receive 
a koan, a story without an apparent purpose or moral, and have 
to repeat the story to themselves, obsessively, for weeks or years 

until a kind of comprehension dawns on them. Within these 
senseless narratives lies a deeper truth. But even something as 
simple as the sweeping of leaves from a path could lead a student 
to enlightenment. Zen enlightenment was as quick as the sud-
den intake of breath, and a student must take care not to miss it. 
That’s why Bodhidharma sliced off his eyelids. He couldn’t bear 
not to see every possibility. His body’s insistent desire for sleep 
may have prevented him from that single moment of awareness, 
that one second that would irreversibly infect him with a new un-
derstanding.
 As I continued meditating, however, my progress was 
languid. Birds grew slightly more beautiful, some of the time. On 
occasion, if I focused intently, I may see a depth to my friends’ 
faces I hadn’t noticed before.  But I encountered nothing that 
caught me and wouldn’t let me go. I was still encased in—and 
ultimately bored with—the mundane.
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 One day, a large gathering had met to hear the Bud-
dha give a sermon. At the height of Buddhism’s initial spread, 
there were thousands of followers of the Buddha, and sometimes 
most of these would congregate to hear the Buddha talk. On this 
particular day, the Buddha’s sermon was very short, and, for al-
most everyone present, incomprehensible. The Buddha held up 
a single flower, smiling to his students. In the crowd, only one 
student responded, smiling back at the Buddha.
 This is considered by many Zen traditions to be the be-
ginning of Zen Buddhism. This was the first time the Buddha 
had transmitted a deep understanding of the world to a student 
in this way. It came to represent the possibility that Zen often 
speaks about of the mundane to transform us. If we are properly 
prepared, even a flower can jolt us into seeing the world. 

 The Deer Park retreats are a long weekend of activities, 
aimed at familiarizing us with the basics of meditation practice. 
We learn walking meditation, sitting meditation, eating medi-
tation. There are meditations for taking a shower, for taking a 
shit. A nun encourages us to study our feces before we flush it. 
“There is no difference between your feces and you,” she tells 
us, a warm smile on her face.
 Monks teach all visitors to Deer Park about eating medi-
tation. This practice might be the most difficult I find at the mon-
astery. It consists of, quite simply, chewing your food slowly, 
repeatedly, until it is no more than a liquid in your mouth, and 
then swallowing that single bite, completely aware of the food as 
you do. Then you take a second bite, smash it into an indistinct 
mush, and swallow that. Thich Nhat Hanh claims he chews his 
food for fifty bites before swallowing. He says he even chews his 
water.
 To make the practice more uncomfortable for begin-
ners: nobody speaks during meals. At the larger retreats, this 
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means a room full of one-hundred and fifty people, chewing 
their food, trying not to make eye contact; the nervous clatter of 
silverware is all we have in the way of sound for a whole meal. I 
initially thought: Okay, I can do this. And I tried to taste the food 
in this new way. But whenever I accidentally caught another per-
son’s glance, we had to smile awkwardly at each other. Though 
we aren’t supposed to talk, part of the practice is to acknowledge 
the presence of those around us as part of our experience of the 
meal. These strangers, our “brothers and sisters”, should be 
smiled at when noticed.
 I never knew: was it just me, or a human experience 
more generally, to feel silly about all this smiling? We’d been 
told that smiling can work in the reverse way we usually think of 
it: smiling can cause feelings of happiness, rather than being an 
effect of it. But sometimes it struck me as very false. Sometimes 
I just wanted to stare into my food, avoiding the obligation of 
that painful upturning of the lips. Maybe I didn’t want to smile at 
anybody. Maybe I wanted to finish my meal as quickly as possible 
and get the hell out of there. When these sorts of feelings came, 
I didn’t know what to do with them. It was disconcerting to feel 
them regardless, but to worry then about feeling them in a place 
so explicitly pursuing the project of peace? 

 The first evening, we gather near the dormitories to 
practice walking meditation. The complex is built on a large hill, 
the structures at different tiers. We’re going to walk from the 
turtle pond in the garden at the top of the hill down to the large 
meditation hall, the “Ocean of Peace”. We get the same walk-
ing meditation speech—it is always good to be reminded of it. It 
sounds almost like the beginning of a science experiment. Prob-
lem: humans can’t pay attention. Hypothesis: walking it off col-
lectively will heal us. The Procedure: one step at a time, breathe 
deliberately. So we set off. There are over a hundred of us, stag-
gering down the long hill. It’s that time of evening when one 
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thing vanishes and then another, and they are replaced by thick 
blue shadows. The blue of the sky has deepened and is teetering 
into blackness. I am feeling truly connected to the fact that I am 
walking. All the last light of the sun has gathered at the horizon, 
singing out pink and green. Finally we get to the ocean of peace. 
I am walking along the sidewalk towards a side door when I hear 
a lush crunch underfoot. Something about the size of a walnut is 
under my shoe.
 I don’t need to look to know, but when I do, I see the 
beetle, its black shell broken into a mosaic, its yellow insides 
seeping out goopily at the cracks. Its legs are waving almost lazi-
ly, caressing the air, mindlessly searching for something to cling 
to. One leg touches the pavement and pushes its body up, then it 
settles flatly back in place. Futile.
 I kneel to watch its death more closely, and the walk-
ers swing around me widely, careful not to look. During these 
retreats, there is always the inevitable outburst of humanity. In 
the midst of such controlled smiling and slow walking, some-
one loses their shoe, or someone farts in the meditation hall, a 
little boy annoys the hell out of everyone by slamming his bowl 
against the table, laughing hysterically. We all pretend it away. 
No distractions—follow your breathing! Or smile. Always, we 
are encouraged to smile.
 I should just step on it again and end it. The beetle is still 
trying to stand, to scurry off into the weeds. I imagine its little 
beetle-consciousness, like a radio wave. Like when you drive a 
long distance, and you’re slowly going further into nowhere, and 
the station you have is drowning itself. Buzzing into nothing-
ness. That’s what this beetle’s brain is doing. I am too disturbed 
by the fact that, in the thick of one of my best moments of walking 
meditation, I’ve just killed something. So much for being mind-
ful. I leave it writhing on the ground because I don’t even think 
to kill it completely. Inside, we hear a dharma talk, and after, we 
go back to the dormitories. The beetle has died right where I left 
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it, and over the rest of the retreat it slowly gets stamped onto the 
sidewalk. It’s a flat, thumb-sized reminder of how terrible this 
whole project of awakening is going for me. 

 There is a meditation group that meets in my hometown. 
It is held at different people’s homes. Most of the participants 
are old friends, mostly women in their sixties or seventies—
they’ve known one another for decades. They treat me like their 
communal grandson. There is a man a few years older than me, 
David, who was ordained as a monk under Thich Nhat Hanh for 
a little less than a year. He had to give it up because his health 
suffered, and he is the unofficial guru of the group. 
 This meditation group practices walking meditation to-
gether. Most of the members have beautiful homes and spacious 
backyards. We do it like they do at Deer Park—slow, mindful 
movements, trying impossibly to be alive in each step. One time 
we walk out in someone’s front yard, a long line of seventeen of 
us moving at the speed of turtles. A neighbor, on a porch with 
a beer, stands up and approaches the low fence separating the 
yards. He frowns at our long line as we wrap around the lawn and 
move to the front door. “Did someone die?” he asks loudly. He 
sounds worried. We don’t answer him. Someone shakes their 
head vaguely. I start to laugh uncontrollably, half-stifling it. It 
occurs to me that we must look like a line of zombies, trying to 
do the conga.
  
 Walking meditation often leaves me feeling too re-
strained. It’s too controlled, too silent and nearly-motionless. I 
want someone to wander around us slapping our ankles with a 
bamboo rod. Some part of me wants to bleed or be broken into. 
I want my sudden understanding to be borne of violence. When-
ever I am especially cold, I sometimes feel grateful for the biting 
in my fingers. It reminds me that I am a living thing. Maybe this 
is the purpose of pain.
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 One day at Deer Park, an old American monk whose 
practice name means “Young Brother” is giving us instructions 
for working meditation. This is not during a larger retreat. There 
are only a dozen visitors staying at the monastery, and today we 
will be spending a few hours working with tools, altering the 

landscape. A few days ago a 
group of us built big dams in 
a ravine, lower on the mon-
astery grounds. We rolled 
enormous stones over a 
sopping field and stacked 
them into a wall. We be-
came filthy. I smashed one 
of my fingers between two 
rocks. The next morning 
my back hurt in a new way 
during meditation. I find 
this oddly gratifying.
 Today, Young Brother 
wants me and two other 
men my age to set to work 
ripping out an invasive 
plant that has choked the 
hill. There are a few sap-
lings planted into the hill, 
but the viney plant threat-

ens to take it all over if we don’t kill it. 
 “Is there a problem with killing this plant though? Isn’t 
there something wrong with that?” Jaime, one of the guys, asks. 
 Young Brother laughs at him and shakes his head. 
“Nope.”
 I think all three of us are excited. We have heavy hoes 
and pickaxes with splintery handles. We are given stained gar-
dener’s gloves, but choose not to use them. Before discussing 
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strategy, I walk halfway up the short hill. The vines swallow 
my legs up to my knees— their bodies are thick cords, winding 
around themselves greedily. I lift the pickaxe over my head and 
bring it down deep into the earth. It doesn’t seem to even touch 
the plant. We’re looking for the source— where the vines all twist 
back to the spot where the plant pokes out of the ground. There 
is where the damage originates.
 We hack through the landscape, carving the vine up, 
slicing it into pieces, occasionally stumbling upon another thick, 
wooden root jutting out of the ground. “I got one!” and the three 
of us gather around it and jam our tools around it, ferociously. 
We are like starving animals digging up food. Sweat is gathering 
on my forehead.
 An older visitor, one I didn’t like immediately, finds it 
best if he stands near other people, advising them on better ways 
to do the work. “Are you doing that mindfully, brothers?” 
 The three of us look at him for a moment, our tools sunk 
into the soft earth. We laugh. “Yes, very mindfully,” Jaime tells 
him. We resume hacking another vine root to death.
 As we extract one vine system after another, we hurl 
it down the hill to a big pile of plant material to be made into 
mulch. Young Brother checks in on us, and he finds our enthu-
siasm amusing. Within the hour we’ve killed all of the vines, as 
well as a few unfortunate bystanders— small wildflower clusters 
we hadn’t bothered much to carve around.
 I certainly haven’t gained any deeper insight, but I feel 
relieved all the same. This is my fifth time visiting the monas-
tery. I have never destroyed anything while I am here. But I have 
always yearned for this kind of urgency. I have wanted to break 
out of my own body and spin about, to practice sprinting medi-
tation, or hack down an unwanted tree while contemplating its 
mysteries. Ultimately, I ripped out several vine clusters without 
thinking for a second about what I was doing. But the heaving 
feeling of my chest, the burn in my shoulders: this is another way 
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to know I have a body.

 Bodhidharma had an admirer who desperately wanted 
to become his student. He would come to Bodhidharma’s open 
window, while he was staring at a wall, and say, “Please accept 
me as your student, Bodhidharma.” Bodhidharma would not 
respond. The man kept returning, for weeks, in a blizzard, and 
would stand mournfully at the window, waiting for Bodhidharma 
to accept him. But he got no such pleasure. Finally, the man 
caught on. He came the next night and asked “Bodhidharma, 
will you accept me as your student?” When he didn’t respond, 
the man extracted a sword and cut his left arm off. He held the 
bleeding limb in through the open window. “Bodhidharma, will 
you accept me as your student?” Bodhidharma, maybe already 
without eyelids, glanced at the man and smiled.
 “Yes, I will accept you as my student.”
 Is this what it takes? Maybe I’m looking for this—some-
one to offer my arm to. Sometimes my gestures towards medita-
tion feel too small. I want something bigger that I have to prove. 
I want the stakes to be raised. But there is no one to ask me to 
raise them. Maybe I know that I wouldn’t have it in me to cut off 
my own arm. Maybe my own practice is a surface kind of thing; a 
pretty decoration. This possibility frightens me. I want to prove 
to myself that it actually means something.

 Months later I take my family to visit Deer Park on a Sun-
day. Summer is ending, but the monastery is still deliriously hot. 
Almost nobody is visiting. We listen to a dharma talk by one of 
the nuns; she is a lively little woman who speaks shrill Vietnam-
ese. Her jokes are not properly translated by the nun in the back, 
who speaks into a microphone to translate the talk. My parents 
seem annoyed by this. After the talk, I go up to the fishpond, 
to see if any turtles are around. My parents and brother go to 
the bookshop nearby. When I try to find them later, they are not 
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in the bookstore. I walk around the whole top area of the hill, 
but I don’t see them. I wander down to the lunchroom—nobody 
there. I wander further down to the main meditation hall; there 
are a few old Vietnamese women sitting by an open door, talking 
every so often, their voices sounding almost forgetful, as though 
what they say has little meaning beyond filling silence. I walk 
down to the parking lot—our car is still there.
 I spend nearly an hour repeating this cycle, looking in 
even more unlikely places. By the kumquat tree? Are they check-
ing out the giant temple bell? Are they by the shabby volleyball 
net, where the monks occasionally play? Nowhere. A nun sees 
me looking and tries to help me. She wants to smile and walk 
slowly and bask in the fact that, sooner or later, we will find 
them.
 Finally they drive up the long road that winds around the 
side of the monastery’s hill. They pull up near the pond, where I 
have decided to sit and wait for them to show up. When I get in 
the car, my Mom turns in the passenger seat: “Where’d you go? 
We were looking everywhere for you.”
 “I was looking everywhere for you!”
 We vaguely tell each other our paths, finding out that, 
somehow, almost impossibly, we’d manage to miss each other 
numerous times. These things happen. We drive away from the 
monastery, and a few miles out, we stop at a fruit stand. A man is 
selling big bloody strawberries. I buy a small flower, already on 
the road to dying. Something about it still speaks to me. It’s this 
ordinariness that I’m supposed to fall in love with, the flower, 
even as it’s wilting. A box of strawberries. I know, I’ve seen it, 
I’ve understood the lectures, over and over: all we have are boxes 
of strawberries, are the hour-long walks looking for our loved 
ones, are the walls we stare at when we meditate. But I can’t get 
there. That’s my problem. All this desperate seeking after a new 
kind of seeing, and I’m not seeing anything. I eat the strawber-
ries and gaze at my fingers and remember— too late— that I had 
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a whole box of strawberries. I spend an hour looking for my par-
ents, and only after I’ve found them do I realize that I’ve lost an 
hour of my life, and to what exactly? Some fuzzy thought pro-
cesses. But those moments are the only things I’m ever going 
to have. So I eat my last strawberry, and I try to fold my whole 
mouth around the taste. I smile, mostly for show, but sometimes, 
yes, it feels right to smile. It feels like something’s unwrapping 
quietly inside of me, and I’m not doing so badly. I’m managing 
to sneak a glimpse at the world; seeing its parts, not my mind’s 
interpretations of them. It doesn’t last, but it’s a dizzying mo-
ment, a sweet taste of possibility.



M understAnding bruegeL’s N
 months : possibLe responses 

to the CyCLe by its primAry 
AudienCe

t

or, 
Deconstructing The Master of the Month’s Visual Splendor

 from the Perspective of those Within

by mAeve coudrelle

of the originAl cycle of seAsonAl PAnels PAinted by Pieter 
bruegel the elder in the 16th century, only five survive todAy 
(gibson, bruegel 147). There remains substantial debate regard-
ing the total number of panels in the series. However, if Hans 
van Miegroet is correct in his assertion that only six, rather than 
twelve, panels comprised the original collection, then the order 
of the cycle would be as follows: Gloomy Day as late winter/
early spring, Haymaking as early summer, Harvesters as late 
summer/early autumn, Return of the Herd as late autumn and 
Hunters in the Snow as winter. In this case, the missing panel 
would presumably have depicted the spring months of April and 
May, following Gloomy Day (Miegroet 35).
 The series was commissioned by Niclaes Jongelinck, 
a wealthy Antwerp merchant and official in the government of 
the Spanish ruler Philip II (Gibson, “In Detail” 40). At the time 
the Months were produced, Antwerp was a thriving trade center 
at the nexus of the European commercial and financial worlds 
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(Freedburg 33-34). The sociopolitical structure of 16th cen-
tury Antwerp was based on the traditional concept of the three 
estates: the clergy, the nobility, and the peasant class. In spite 
of their status as a novel social group growing in importance 
and wealth, the mercantile class that Niclaes Jongelinck was a 
part of nonetheless continued to lack acknowledgement as an 
entity separate from the third estate. As a result, much literature 
and rhetoric of the time is informed by either a suspicious and 
cynical view of mercantilism or, alternatively, by the effort to le-
gitimize the commercial class as an essential contributor to the 
community (Kavaler 96-97).
 One consequence of 
Antwerp’s status as the pre-
eminent European economic 
center was a growing problem 
with noise and overcrowding, 
which led many wealthy bank-
ers to seek respite in the city’s 
suburbs (Gibson, “In Detail” 
44). Jongelinck, accordingly, 
owned Ter Beke, a suburban vil-
la south of Margravelei Avenue, 
where a number of successful 
merchants purchased residenc-
es (Goldstein 173, Buchanan 547). As many of his peers did, 
Jongelinck most likely invited his fellow businessmen to din-
ner parties at his country estate (Goldstein 182-183). Claudia 
Goldstein posits that the Months would have been placed in this 
very dining room, where the cycle’s primary viewers, Jongelinck 
and other similarly well-off merchants, could relax and discuss 
the panels’ contents amongst themselves (173). As depictions 
of peasants laboring in vast agricultural landscapes, the Months 
would have been of particular interest to Jongelinck’s colleagues 
if they shared their contemporaries’ curiosity with farming and 
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peasant life (Gibson, “In Detail” 44, Alpers 165). Virgil’s Geor-
gics were especially popular at this time for their poetic descrip-
tions of humble, laboring peasants, cosmic landscapes and the 
“mundane,” minute details of farming (Gibson, “In Detail” 44). 
The other pieces of art in Jongelinck’s suburban home, includ-
ing Frans Floris’s depictions of the Labors of Hercules and the 
Seven Liberal Arts, reveal their patron’s familiarity with hu-
manist literature, including, in all likelihood, Virgil’s Georgics 

(Goldstein 174). 
 In addition to their reflection of the upper classes’ fasci-
nation with classical agricultural manuals, the Months also con-
formed to the aesthetic standards of the dining room; in keep-
ing with Alberti’s recommendation in On the art of building in 
ten books, the panels all possess an elevated view point over a 
panoramic landscape, thus presenting a “noble” spectacle for 
guests, a calculated demonstration of their patron’s status and 
wealth suitable for the primary room in which guests were re-
ceived (Goldstein 181,184). Furthermore, the panels reflect 
their location in the dining room through their references to 
food being procured by peasant labor: the picking of fruit, the 
herding of livestock, and so on (Goldstein 184). 
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 However, beyond merely fulfilling these basic require-
ments, the Months would also have been designed to perform 
another function of the dining room: to supply entertainment by 
stimulating discussion (Goldstein 184-185). In order to pro-
vide suitable diversion, the panels would have had to present an 
easily-recognizable topic of contemporary debate. What, then, 
could this controversial issue be? The following examination of 
the historical tradition and socioeconomic context of the medi-
eval calendar cycle yields a possible answer.
 In the tradition of labor of the month depictions, the 
most famous example is that of the Limbourg brothers’ Très 
Riches Heures, a calendar cycle for the Duc de Berry’s Book of 
Hours (Pearsall and Salter 142). A comparison between Brue-
gel’s Months and other medieval calendar series such as the 
Limbourg brothers’ reveals several key differences. First of all, 
while the Limbourg brothers depict courtiers in spring, Bruegel 
focuses solely on peasants (Pearsall and Salter 155). Moreover, 
Bruegel takes this one step further by not only depicting peasant 
labor, but also peasant recreation, previously the sole domain 
of noblemen (Buchanan 544). Finally, the Months lack a clear 
hierarchical relationship between the laboring peasants and 
the panels’ owner, previously evidenced by the patron’s castle 
towering in the background (Pearsall and Salter 155). Howev-
er, as Walter Gibson points out, the panoramic assortment of 
landscapes displayed could be an attempt to equate Jongelinck 
to a rich aristocrat overlooking his lands from a window above 
(“In Detail” 45). This could also be said for Jongelinck’s choice 
of theme: as a subject formerly depicted in illuminated manu-
scripts, labors of the month were extremely costly to commis-
sion. For this reason, they were traditionally regarded as aris-
tocratic possessions. Therefore, by commissioning the Months, 
Jongelinck flaunted his current status as comparable to that of 
the “grands seigneurs” of medieval times (Moxey 50). 
 All of these distinctive characteristics of the Months sin-
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gle out two main features: the evolving role of the peasant and 
the patron’s social rank. As many Bruegel scholars have already 
noted, the artist commonly portrays peasants as anonymous, yet 
at the same time symbolic of something larger. Bruegel’s peas-
ants have been described as “anonymous type-figure[s]” (Dele-
voy 107), “never portrayed as … individual[s]” (Cuttler 478), 
but Bruegel is described as always having an eye to “their col-
lective identity as a social class” (Zagorin 94). As Ethan Kavaler 
notes, the way in which the peasants’ faces are typically either 
turned away, shielded or indistinguishable leads observers to 
understand them as symbolic of a collective: “The anonymity 
of the workers reinforces their status as generic members of a 
group” (236). In this manner, the peasants of the Months can 
be interpreted as representative of the peasant class as a whole, 
rather than as individual actors. In light of this understanding, 
how can the peasant class be related to Jongelinck, and to his 
own social class? One possibility is that the aforementioned is-
sue of contemporary debate could in fact be related to the nature 
of the peasantry and its relationship with the merchant class. A 
look at the socioeconomic situation in 16th century Antwerp re-
inforces this proposition. 
 With modern commerce just beginning to thrive, ves-
tiges of suspicion and resentment regarding the concept of self-
interest still commanded public opinion. One common criticism 
asserted that business was harmful to the common good (Kavaler 
96). In response, proponents of commerce argued that just the 
opposite was true, that merchants were in fact fundamental con-
tributors to the community. In putting forth this argument, mer-
chants sought to liken themselves to the peasant class which was 
formerly regarded as the group that “must feed all the others” 
(Kavaler 106). In this manner, the merchant class attempted to 
legitimize itself and earn the gratitude of the rest of society by, 
in effect, lowering itself to the level of the rest of the third estate 
(Kavaler 107). It is no surprise, then, that Jongelinck viewed the 
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peasantry as an issue worthy of debate amongst himself and his 
peers. The exact manner in which these merchants would have 
viewed the peasants depicted in the Months, however, is an issue 
in dispute by several scholars.
 Walter Gibson holds that two dominant views of peas-
ants existed at the time of Bruegel. The first was that of the good 
peasant, laboring humbly and virtuously to provide for the rest 
of society. The second, meanwhile, was that of the lazy, vulgar, 
drunken and improper peasant, the stereotypical opposite of the 
Georgics’ honest farmer (Gibson, “Festive peasants” 292-293). 
Two scholars have attempted to determine which of these types 
would have been the predominant view subscribed to by Brue-
gel’s audience. While Svetlana Alpers maintains that Bruegel’s 
paintings would have been interpreted as sympathetically come-
dic, allowing the viewers to identify with the peasants portrayed, 
Hessel Miedema believes that there exists a satirical and moral 
overtone to the paintings intended to reflect the viewers’ hostil-
ity towards the peasantry (qtd. in Moxey 49).
 According to Alpers, 16th century peasants were ac-
tually relatively well-off, perhaps even “enviable” (169). The 
countryside thus presented a desirable alternative to rowdy, 
overcrowded Antwerp. Peasant life was regarded as the opposite 
of the stifling repression of the city and incited a so-called “eth-
nographic” interest in the dress and festivities of the peasantry 
on the part of city-dwellers (165, 169). Therefore the “implicit 
meeting of classes” presented by Bruegel’s representations of 
the peasantry would have been appealing to Antwerp residents 
(173). Alpers argues that Bruegel’s work was not intended to be 
moralistic or didactic. Instead, it is an example of what she calls 
the “comic mode,” which is informed by classical humanist wit. 
Erasmus’ Praise of Folly, for example, views folly not as some-
thing to be disparaged, but rather as an essential component of 
the human condition (174). In this manner, Alpers holds that 
Bruegel’s portrayal of peasant carnivals are not a moral com-
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mentary on the vulgarity or excesses of peasants, but rather a 
positive, ethnographically-correct depiction of the peasant class. 
Thus Bruegel’s audience would have held an amused interest in 
peasants, rather than a critical attitude toward them.
 Miedema, on the other hand, presents a harsher take 
on public opinion of the peasantry. He claims that 16th cen-
tury peasants were not the modest laborers of the Georgics, 
but rather wretched farmers living in squalor, suffering from 
the aftermath of “war, failed harvests and epidemics”—a direct 
contrast to the enviable lifestyle of Alpers’ peasants (208). Fur-

thermore, the recent German peasant revolts contributed to the 
popular view of peasants as treacherous rebels to be suspicious 
and wary of (209). Miedema goes on to counter Alpers’ claim 
that viewers would have laughed at Bruegel’s painting by argu-
ing that intellectuals were not prone to laughter in this time pe-
riod. Instead, laughter was reserved for children, idiots and the 
dishonest. Therefore, if anyone were to laugh at the paintings 
it would either be someone from the aforementioned group or 
someone laughing in a “derisive or aggressive” manner—nev-
er sympathetically (211). Finally, Miedema examines several 
well-known poems involving peasants and concludes that they 
put forth a wholly negative and disapproving attitude (213). 
Thus Miedema maintains that the 16th century outlook on the 
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peasantry was unsympathetic and largely critical, favoring satiri-
cal and moralistic depictions of peasants over positive ones.
 Both Miedema and Alpers present compelling argu-
ments based on historical fact. Which, then, is correct in de-
termining what view Jongelinck and his colleagues would have 
embraced? Walter Gibson holds that, “[f]ew observers would 
deny that the good peasant is featured in Bruegel’s Labors of the 
months,” (“Festive peasants” 293), while Keith Moxey asserts 
that the peasants portrayed in the Months could be either “a pos-
itive model of humanity living in harmony with nature” (50), or 
representative of “the hostile and derogatory attitudes displayed 
toward [their] class” (49). The fact that merchants attempted to 
identify with peasants in order to gain social legitimacy points to 
a positive view of peasants as providers for the community. How-
ever, it is also true that popular literature at the time denounced 
the depravity of the peasantry. In order to reconcile these two 
views, it is helpful to examine the way in which the upper classes 
were educated to categorize and remember human knowledge.
 Through the notebook system, a technique developed 
by Erasmus to organize and retain material, wealthy pupils were 
taught to classify every entry under headings (Meadow 150-
151). Hence information related to the same theme would ap-
pear in the same area, thus showcasing all available viewpoints 
on the given topic (Meadow 151). Students then learned to do 
this automatically, without the help of the notebook: categoriz-
ing “every event, every overheard idiom, into the appropriate 
category” (Meadow 151). In this manner, Jongelinck and his 
peers would have been trained to routinely take in and classify 
all available sides of an argument. With regards to the debate 
over characterizations of the peasantry, then, the Months’ pri-
mary viewers would have been well-aware of all of the arguments 
presented by Alpers and Miedema; they would have taken in all 
of this information, classified it under the same ‘heading’ in their 
minds, and allowed all angles of the debate to enrich their opin-
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ion. Thus, in a way, both Alpers and Miedema are right: both 
of their examples would have informed the debate. It is unlikely 
that Jongelinck or his guests would have professed a wholly posi-
tive or entirely negative view of peasants. Rather, their opinions 
were most likely dependant on the issue at hand. For example, 
they might view peasants positively in their role as providers of 
food, but negatively when it comes to their participation in car-
nivals.
 In conclusion, it is likely that Niclaes Jongelinck com-
missioned the Months with an eye on the evolution of the peas-
antry and its relation to his own merchant class. An examination 
of the socioeconomic situation of 16th century Antwerp, as well 
as the literature and system of thought, reveal some of the issues 
which might have informed a discussion between Jongelinck and 
his fellow merchants while they viewed the Months from the din-
ner table. Some might have viewed the panels as a positive por-
trayal in line with the Georgics’ description of honest workers, 
while some might perceive Harvesters to be a critical depiction 
of indolent laborers. Both opinions, and an array of other inter-
pretations, likely existed in conjunction, informed by the abun-
dance of rhetoric regarding the peasant class in this period.
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s modernity At the priCe of t
 sLAvery

c

or, 
Modernism!

Development at the Cost of Inflicting Tradgedy!

by corrie rollison

tHE SUn StanDS mErCilESS in tHE miDDlE of tHE Sky aS a groUp 
of mEn trUDgE baCk anD fortH witH largE briCkS in tHEir barE 
HanDS. Halfway through the day, their supply of water has al-
ready run out, causing their tongues to feel thick and their skin 
to become dry. These men are not building pyramids, nor are 
they constructing large statues of Rah. However, their stories 
are strikingly similar to the men of the Egyptian sands long ago, 
and despite the long expanse of time between them, they, too, 
would be classified as slaves. These men toil today, in 2009, 
amidst skyscrapers and designer boutiques in a renowned hub of 
modernity off the coast of the Persian Gulf, known as the United 
Arab Emirates. 
 This nation, now famous for its megalopolis in Dubai, is 
often pictured as a Mecca of luxury fit for only the wealthiest of 
tourists and most powerful of businessmen. But behind the spin-
ning towers and man-made islands is an egregious abuse of hu-
man rights in the form of modern day slavery. Immigrant laborers 
and domestic workers enter the United Arab Emirates attracted 
by false promises and fraudulent contracts, only to be stripped of 
their passports and carted into hazardous living conditions. At 
the outcry of the United Nations and the Human Rights Watch, 
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the UAE has reformed its policies on human rights and traffick-
ing; yet, the corruption continues—and rises—as the years pass. 
This inability to eradicate poor treatment of immigrant workers 
stems from the very foundation of the UAE. At its core, the na-
tion is built upon the desire to appear more advanced than its 
Western predecessors, both socially and architecturally. How-
ever, by analyzing its use of space and creation of environments, 
the UAE is revealed to be a country entrenched in ancient prac-
tices in an effort to attain the contemporary paradise pictured in 
magazines and billboards.
 Since its origins during the Ottoman Empire in the 

16th century, the United 
Arab Emirates has been 
involved with the enslave-
ment industry. As Dr. Da-
vidson points out in his 
book, Dubai: The Vulner-
ability of Success, the Brit-
ish government attempted 
to exert a moral influence 
on the Gulf in the 1840s 
and stamp out their culture 
of slavery, but to no avail 
(282). It was not until the 
late 1960s that the UAE 
officially ended the prac-
tice of slaveholding; but, 
over time, it became ap-
parent that this tradition 
merely changed forms. In 
the modern world, human 
trafficking, or “recruiting, 
transporting, transferring, 
harboring, or receiving 
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persons by means of […] fraud, deception, [or] abuse of power” 
forces thousands of migrants into labor, contrary to the condi-
tions he or she had previously agreed to (UAE Annual Report 
1). As is often the case in the UAE, when the foreign worker 
lands within the country’s borders, his employer takes his pass-
port and demands that he work for half the salary and double 
the hours he was told before signing the contract in his home 
country. In addition to this, the laborer must pay off the debt 
incurred from traveling to the UAE, despite the recruitment 
agency’s claim that it would cover this cost. Similarly, Emirati 
employers take the passports of maids and nannies and force 
them to work seventeen hour days with no days off and opportu-
nities to congregate with anyone other than members of her own 
household are strictly prohibited (Sabban 12). Once stripped of 
formal rights and identity, these immigrants are presented with 
but one option: work as much as possible. And, to the benefit of 
their employers, the workers do labor vigorously, but it is based 
solely on the hope of accumulating funds to travel back to their 
native lands. This environment of isolation facilitates the UAE 
in achieving its goals because workers are prevented from do-
ing anything other than work, and—most importantly—returning 
home. In her study of migrant women in the UAE, Rima Sabban 
argues that the domestic worker’s “physical existence […] falls 
under the household’s control” (10). By seizing a worker’s pass-
port, an employer also seizes her identity and freedom. Thus, at 
the expense of the worker’s rights, the employer ensures that he 
and his household may have greater freedom in their daily lives. 
Somewhat ironically, the prevalence of quasi-slavery and the 
strict control of immigrant workers in the UAE is the only way 
that those residing in the Gulf can enjoy a life of leisure and luxu-
ry. Freed from the everyday responsibility of cooking, cleaning, 
washing, and caring for loved ones, Emirati citizens take part 
in what Johann Hari, journalist for The Independent newspa-
per, calls the “Adult Disneyland” of Dubai—namely shopping, 
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drinking, dancing, and having parties (1). These activities are 
the very lifeblood of a nation driven to thrive on a resource other 
than their limited supply of oil. Such a lifestyle also attracts thou-
sands of expatriates, resulting in a population comprised of only 
twenty percent UAE natives (Sabban 2). Consequently, it is not 
in the United Arab Emirates’ best economic interest to cease 
human trafficking and impose on its citizenry proper employer-
employee relations and human rights. Thus, like the skyscrap-
ers that dot the coastline, the UAE has developed yet another 
unique—but this time painful—environment built for a specific 
class of people.
 In order to understand the nature of the values of the 
United Arab Emirates, one should take a moment to consider 
Attar Abbas’s photo, Workers from India dig a ditch by a giant 
billboard advertising the merits of Dubai, from his trip to Dubai 
in 2006. Much like the title suggests, the black and white photo 
depicts an Indian laborer in the process of digging a ditch with 
a shovel. Behind him one can see several others in the same 
white uniform, each digging their own hole beside an enormous 
billboard of two attractive women holding alcoholic beverages. 
This image’s juxtaposition of extravagance and destitution il-
lustrates the cost of Dubai’s mounting “success.” The “Dubai 
Experience,” as advertised on the billboard, is a life of parties, 
alcohol, and smiles from foreign women. The Indian worker toil-
ing in the dry dirt, on the other hand, experiences none of this 
glamour. Instead, he sweats with a shovel in hand, digging the 
foundation of another hotel or strip mall that he will never enter. 
Interestingly, Abbas captured this photo at such an angle that 
the ditch in which the worker stands resembles a shallow grave, 
perhaps as a symbol of the social death these laborers experience 
after they are denied their rights by their employers and the Emi-
rati government. The photograph is also dominated by foreign 
faces, therefore paralleling the UAE’s reliance on foreign labor-
ers to fuel their rapid urbanization as well as the country’s desire 
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to project an image of itself as a modern paradise for citizens of 
other nations. However, as exemplified by the billboard, such 
an appeal to potential expatriates does not include the malnour-
ished figures of hundreds of men, consequentially shielding 
their existence from view. It is only with the keen eyes of photo-
journalists like Abbas that the world can finally see the men that 

make the “Dubai Experience” possible. 
 Despite what Hari’s tour guide may 
proclaim, the former leader, Sheikh Mak-
toum, “did not build this city. It was built 
by slaves. They are building it now” (Hari 
2). Yet, upon closer examination of gov-
ernment rhetoric, it becomes apparent 
that the UAE, as an image of emerging 
Westernism in the Middle East, is based 
upon the concept of covering up the bru-
tal truth through means of deflection and 
comparison. In the UAE’s Annual Report 
on Human Trafficking, the authors con-
tinually mention that “[h]uman trafficking 
is an issue that affects many countries” 
and their nation’s methods, though im-
perfect, “are a work in progress, as is the 
case in many developed and developing 
countries” (UAE Annual Report 2, 3). 
Rather than take full responsibility for the 

nation’s problems, the authors of the report point to other coun-
tries time and time again in order to convince readers that abus-
es of human rights are not an instance of a government failure, 
but that they are merely part of the human condition. The report 
also refers to trafficking as a “phenomenon” in three different 
instances, and the “natural” connotation of the word choice em-
phasizes the inescapability of human trafficking as well as points 
to the report’s inability to recognize that it is the government’s 
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lax enforcement enabling the violation of human rights—not the 
whim of the universe. 
 This theme of comparison continues in Mohammed Ab-
dulla’s interview with Commander-in-Chief of Dubai, Lieuten-
ant General Dhahi Khalfan Tamim, about the many issues of po-
lice work. Tamim begins by comparing his young country with 
that of other modern nations, stating that he believes the “Dubai 
Police could surpass its competitors around the globe” and that 
when his department “started using the DNA test, the USA was 
only six months ahead of [them] in that regard” (Abdulla 81, 
83). Such a discernible sense of competition within only the first 
few pages of the interview is telling evidence that governmental 
policy is focused on surpassing others, not only architecturally, 
but also in all areas of Emirati life. Despite Tamim’s good inten-
tions on paper, such as his argument that “[h]umans come prior 
to place,” his policies are disregarded in the name of advancing 
the country, no matter the price (Abdulla 82). This is because, 
as George Abed describes in his article for the International 
Monetary Fund, the lines between the public and private sectors 
are often blurred, thus fostering conflict of interest and corrup-
tion throughout the UAE (7). Male Emirati citizens hold the 
vast majority of government positions and thus play a key role in 
policymaking. These same men, on the other hand, also partake 
in other business ventures through investments, oil, real estate, 
or small business owning. As a result, their own economic self-
interests dictate the country’s policy agenda or, if that method 
fails, they simply will not enforce the labor laws protecting work-
ers from the violation of human rights. 
 During his stay in Dubai, Hari came across such an 
Emirati named Ahmed al-Atar, who exclaimed that, despite the 
recent plummet in the global economy, he hasn’t “felt any ef-
fect at all, nor have [his] friends,” and that the current laws are 
being tightened so that it is “even more impossible” to remove 
an Emirati from government—and the healthy salary it provides 
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(3). In an interview, Emirati dissident Mohammed al-Mansoori 
explains to Hari that “[m]ost companies are owned by the gov-
ernment, so they oppose human rights laws because it will re-
duce their profit margins,” therefore perpetuating the cycle of 
slavery, without the aid of the government, purely for economic 
means (4). Hence, the UAE has built a government from which 
all other activities extend and are interconnected. As the demar-
cations between business and law converge, the opportunity for 
reform grows smaller. Such an environment prevents immigrant 
workers from attaining equal treatment or even explaining their 
position in a public forum. In this manner, workers are much like 
slaves in that they have no control over their lives upon entering 
the UAE; instead, they must only endure so that their employers 
may thrive. Perhaps an expatriate woman in Hari’s article best 
summarizes the workers’ plight: “Oh, the servant class! […] You 
do nothing. They’ll do anything!” (5).
 In astonishing contrast to this way of life, migrant labor-
ers and domestic workers exist in a planned space of suffering. 
Every day, laborers are carted hours away from the construction 
zone to their homes in the City of Gold, which is “miles and 
miles of identical concrete buildings” that house 300,000 men 
(Hari 2). These buildings do not have a sewage system and the 
water delivered to the camp is not properly desalinated, making 
the workers dehydrated and sick. A construction worker, Sahi-
nal Monir from Bangladesh, tells Hari that he sweats so much he 
“can’t pee, not for days or weeks […] If you take time off sick, 
your wages are docked, and you are trapped here even longer” 
(2). Similarly, female domestic workers are prevented from tak-
ing days off and often continue working despite their illnesses. 
Though these maids and nannies do not have to withstand the 
blazing sun, they face another more personal hazard in the form 
of verbal, physical, and sexual abuse. According to Sabban’s 
study, the “foreign female domestic worker’s […] low social sta-
tus [and] stereotyped image in the United Arab Emirates soci-
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ety makes them easy targets and scapegoats for some facets of 
emerging dysfunctional aspects of the UAE family” (13). Within 
most UAE households, domestic workers are perceived as unin-
telligent objects that exist to serve in the home, and as Esim and 
Smith point out, in the home of friends or relatives without com-
pensation (19). This life often leads to exhaustion and psycho-
logical isolation for both migrant laborers and domestic workers. 

Because of these conditions, 
many workers feel helpless 
in their plight, and, unable to 
pay off their debts or return 
home to better wages, resort 
to suicide. Hari is told that 
these deaths are described as 
accidents and that the Indian 
consulate “registered 971 
deaths of their nationals in 
2005 alone. After this figure 
was leaked, the consulates 
were told to stop counting” 
(3). In this life, there is no 
other option but to work—
and hard—to pay off debts 
and pray to return home. 
 With a firm dedication 
toward obtaining a revered 
status among the global 
elites, the United Arab Emir-

ates has truly built a nation like no other. For example, the Da 
Vinci Tower in Dubai is pushing the limits of what was previous-
ly considered possible in architecture. Each floor of the 80-story 
tower rotates so that its inhabitants can watch the sun rise and set 
at their discretion. Dr. David Fisher states, in an article for Engi-
neering and Technology, that “buildings are like dinosaurs […] 
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nothing major has happened since the pharaohs,” until the con-
cept of the Da Vinci tower suddenly placed architecture back at 
the forefront of modernity (Chamberlain 3). Interestingly, Fish-
er relates the Tower to Egyptian constructions, all of which were 
built by slaves. Perhaps unwittingly, Fisher is suggesting that by 
progressing toward the future one must also revert to the slav-
ery of the past in order to achieve such lofty goals. Only through 
human trafficking can the UAE generate its urban landscape in 
such a short amount of time. The government had to import hun-
dreds of thousands of laborers to complete a twenty-year task in 
less than ten, and at half the price paid by nations that protected 
their workers’ rights. The very notion of constructing the UAE’s 
many attractions necessitates a grossly inexpensive labor force 
that can be kept silent and largely out of sight. And, after the 
buildings have been erected, everyday responsibilities require a 
populace of domestic workers as more and more citizens flock to 
the glitz of the city. Such a massive population of workers would 
not have immigrated into the UAE if they knew the true cost of 
their labor; Emirati businesses are then forced to deceive their 
potential employees if they want to meet the state’s goal of ur-
banization within budget. Accordingly, the UAE’s workforce of 
underpaid immigrants is a forced form of placemaking, and the 
very existence of the affluent state hinges on a continual influx of 
abused workers.
 Though much less visible than the UAE’s dazzling re-
sorts, the life of a migrant worker has been equally mapped out 
by employers and their government counterparts. The laborers’ 
living conditions are kept away from view; their camps are built 
in the sands outside of cities where no one dares to venture for 
fear of heatstroke. Domestic workers are sequestered in the 
home, only able to go outside to get groceries and pick up chil-
dren from school. The UAE has strategically placed the workers 
outside the realm of affluence and comfort not only to prevent 
their plight from grounding tourists in reality, but also to psy-
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chologically isolate migrants from any sources of entertainment 
that could slow the progress of construction. With skillful avoid-
ance tactics, the business leaders have bypassed the implementa-
tion of social reforms and continue to import workers each year, 
further contributing to Human Rights Watch’s belief that the 
UAE lacks “private actors to fill the void of absent government 
protection” (HRW 5). As HRW asserts, the responsibility of 
abusing of human rights does not fall solely on the government, 
for the lifestyle of migrant workers is perpetuated by the feigned 
ignorance of the wealthy Emirati and expatriate class. Thus, the 
people of the UAE have built an environment of abuse for their 
workers that belies the nation’s progress; with every step for-
ward, the UAE takes two steps back.
 This “theme world,” as geographer Heiko Schmid dubs 
Dubai, is rich with parks, hotels, and shopping centers that grab 
the attention of visitors and “offer substitute experiences [that 
are more] failure-free than reality” (Schmid 347). Ann Wark, 
a woman in a bar that Hari meets, describes her lifestyle as an 
overall party—going out every night, meeting up with friends, 
and having lots of free time during the day due to her full staff to 
take care of the household (5). This environment is the purpose-
ful result of what the Emirati government wanted upon its cre-
ation in 1971; namely, to stand as an example to all other Mus-
lim countries that pleasure, wealth, and morality can coincide. 
However, the UAE failed to equally balance all three aspects of 
their goal, consequently creating foundational weaknesses that 
are causing their nation to begin to crumble. This metaphor is 
realized in Hari’s depiction of the many unfinished projects and 
failures that plague the sands of Dubai. The Atlantis Hotel, for 
example, was famed to be the “architecture of pharaohs,” but 
with a quick downturn in the economy, it has been abandoned by 
investors and is now plagued with leaks and tiles falling from the 
roof (6). An anonymous American hotelier reveals to Hari that 
the water outside the beachfront hotel she works at was teem-
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ing with “raw sewage, condoms, and used sanitary towels” be-
cause, with such rapid expansion, the sewage treatment facilities 
could not keep up, “so instead, they were simply drilling open 
manholes and dumping the untreated sewage down them, so it 
flowed straight to the sea” (6). Scientists and environmentalists 
have approached the Emirati government, warning them that 
their water storage is not enough and that if the sea level rises, 
the artificial islands—and the buildings that stand atop them–will 
come crashing down. But, as of yet, the only solution provided 
by the UAE is to deny and cover up any such realities. 
 This disturbing image of over-opulence bespeaks the 
values of the nation as it places affluence and the opinion of other 
nations before human rights. As Hari makes clear, there is a wide 
gap between what the Emirati authorities convey to the world, 
and what actually occurs within their borders. In order to facili-
tate this hiding of truth, the government manipulates space as a 
means to demarcate the value of people and keep those of lower 
classes away from wealthier elites. This “perfect world of experi-
ence is created […] and controlled” in such a way that those who 
are in it simply cannot see it, and those who see it simply cannot 
leave it (Schmid 347). The culture of the United Arab Emirates, 
though highly innovative, cannot seem to wrench itself free from 
the grasp of slavery. It is only through the dissolution of place, or 
the end of material progress in the UAE, that respect for human 
rights can finally take hold. However, in the vicious cycle that 
engulfs the UAE, once the rapid expansion of the regions ends, 
it will not need migrant workers, and these workers will no lon-
ger need social reforms. Thus, modernity can only be attained at 
the ancient price of slavery. As Karen Andrews most succinctly 
explains, “the thing you have to understand about Dubai is – 
nothing is what it seems. Nothing” (Hari 2). 
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E eXpLoring Love in AmeriCAn F
 bALLroom And indiAn 

CLAssiCAL dAnCe 
y

or,
 Two Cultures Trying to Understand 

the Deepest Mystery of Life by Moving Their Bodies

by Jen bArr

introduCtion

neArly every culture hAs dAnce. Dance, at the most basic level, 
is body movement. But in spite of the limits of the human body, 
there are an infinite number of variations that come about be-
cause every dance is a product of a vastly different cultural pro-
cess. Because cultures are different, their dances are vastly dif-
ferent and offer valuable insight into their respective cultures, 
both because they are “locations of cultural production but 
also...active participants in their surrounding world” (O’Shea 
2000). 
 Two examples of world dance are the Indian classical 
dances and American style ballroom. On the surface, they are 
vastly different art forms with little in common, but further ex-
amination and comparison reveals some similarities in the both 
the forms themselves and the cultures they represent. In com-
paring and contrasting it is possible to better understand each 
dance form and the cultural processes of which it is a product. 
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Ballroom dance is present in a wide range of venues and per-
formance styles, including film, television, stage, socially, and 
as a competitive sport (called Dancesport). As a competitor and 
social dancer, these will be my primary frames of reference in 
this analysis. Competitive and social forms include two different 
styles that are practiced in America: International and Ameri-
can. International style is primarily imported from England; 
American style originated from Arthur Murray’s ballroom dance 
franchise in his studios and mail order lessons. The differences 
between the two styles are primarily in technique and a slightly 
different set of dances. I will be primarily using American style 
ballroom dance as my reference. 
 American ballroom dance consists of three different 
types: Smooth, Rhythm, and Nightclub. Smooth dances include 
waltz, tango, foxtrot, and Viennese waltz. Rhythm dances in-
clude cha cha, rumba, bolero, mambo and swing. Nightclub or 
open dances include salsa, lindy hop, hustle, west coast swing, 
nightclub two step, merengue and Argentine tango.1 All the 
smooth dances and all the rhythm dances respectively have simi-
lar technique and stylings and are competed as a set. Each night-
club dance has its own character and technique but all similarly 
involve much more innovation on the part of the couple. Differ-
ent dances have distinctly different characters and tones, but the 
dances are generally similar enough in history and style to make 
broad generalizations. 
 I use the term “Indian classical dances” to include all 
the major styles from the subcontinent: Kuchipudi from Andhra 
Pradesh; Bharatanatyam from Tamil Nadu; Kathakali and Mo-
1  Most people wouldn’t necessarily classify “nightclub dances” as 
being American style. Nightclub a broad label used to classify dance types 
that have not been bound by a syllabus and are more popular in social set-
tings. However, I include them in this study as they are a important part of 
the American partner dance tradition. The list of dances given as nightclub 
varies between competitions; for example, merengue is sometimes classified 
as rhythm. 
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hiniattam from Kerala; Odissi from Orissa; Kathak from Uttar 
Pradesh; Manipuri from Manipur; Chav from Bengal, Orissa 
and Assam; and Satriya from Assam. Although each dance is 
distinctly different from each other, with different origins and 
histories, there are enough broad similarities in the styles for me 
to make some generalized statements for a comparative study. 
They share similar ritualistic practices, themes of communica-
tion, and ways to communicate them. 
 Ballroom dance is, in essence, an American classic 
dance. Comparing these two forms of classical dance, how they 
originated, how they communicate and what they communicate 
can give us insight into some of the intrinsic cultural similarities 
and differences in these cultures. In particular, I explore themes 
of love and gender relations as portrayed in these dances. 

brief CompArAtive histories

 Indian classical dance has been around at least since 2nd 
century CE when the founding text the Natyasastra was written 
by the sage Bharata Muni per instructions from Brahman, one  
of the chief gods in Hinduism.2 According to cultural tradition, 
people asked the gods for a way to preserve and teach the moral 
order which was rapidly disintegrating. In response, Brahman 
told Bharata Muni the principles of dance and theater in order 
to communicate values, and Bharata Muni wrote it down as the 
Natyasastra. The Natyasastra continues to survive and to guide 
dance as one of the oldest treatises in the world on the science of 
drama and theater and outlines many of the important principles 
which continue to guide Indian classical dance. 

2  Hinduism is intrinsically a pluralistic religion with thousands of 
differing interpretations for many of the same divinities. In some ways of 
thought, Brahman is the spiritual energy of the whole universe; sometimes he 
is the chief god. There are other interpretations of Brahman, but this is not 
the paper to discuss them. 
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 Therefore, in Indian cultural tradition, Indian classical 
dance came from di-
vinity itself. The way 
that it is still practiced 
today shows that is 
roots are very much 
in the vein of teaching 
and upholding values 
and moral traditions. 
It is, at its essence, a 
sacred practice; at the 
beginning of every 
dance performance or 
lesson, for example, 
prayers are offered 
to Shiva, the Lord of 
Dance, and the stage 
is marked as a sacred 
space by the position 
of an idol. 
 American ballroom reflects the more secular nature of 
American public life, as its origins and modern performance 
arise out of a very secular context. Ballroom dancing was im-
ported from Europe, initially, as a highly-structured form that 
involved little to no physical closeness of partners and group 
pattern dances, but an onslaught of changes in American society 
catalyzed the rise of the more intimate couples dancing: 

Modern ballroom dancing has its roots in the onslaught of social, 
economic, and cultural changes that occurred in America at the 
beginning of the 20th century: industrial revolution, urbaniza-
tion, increased immigration, the birth of consumer culture and 
advertising as a necessary part of that, women’s rights move-
ments, technological developments like the phonograph, Pro-
gressive ideas of self-determinism (McMains 2003: 111), the 
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middle class’s increased money and leisure time, the increased 
intimacy between men and women caused by the invention of the 
car and the telephone, labor-saving devices which gave women 
the chance to do something outside of the home, and the evolu-
tion of music (Malnig 1992: 2). This period of change brought 
on the “social dance revolution” (Barr 2008). 

The rapid spread of popularity of this dance form in particular 
created the distinctly “Ameri-
can” style of ballroom danc-
ing, in which modern ballroom 
became a conglomeration of 
styles that have been appropri-
ated from other cultures and 
countries and then modified by 
the Arthur Murray Dance Stu-
dio franchise to better fit with 
American stylings for ease of 
teaching. Salsa is from Cuba; 
samba came from Brazil; tango 
from Argentina; swing from 

African-American culture; waltz from England. However, in 
the 1960s, a rise of counter-culture and rebellion, the women’s 
rights movement, a discarding of “old-fashioned” traditions, and 
the rise of popularity of solo dances such as “the Twist” caused 
the popularity of ballroom dancing to decline. It is only in recent 
years that it has made a strong comeback in its competitive form 
of Dancesport, in popular television shows such as “Dancing 
with the Stars,” and in films, perhaps in reaction to a world of 
increasing distances in interpersonal communication brought 
on by the computer age. 
 Indian classical dance also suffered a decline and revival, 
but for completely different circumstances and reasons. While 
Britain tightened its stranglehold on its Indian colony, British 
values were being imported and superimposed upon Indian val-
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ues: 
British colonialism brought about a change in the moral values 
embraced in public by the Brahmin caste in India in the late 
1800s. Practices that had been socially acceptable for years be-
came grossly indecent when cast in the light of Victorian views on 
morality. Colonial India recast the form to fit the newly adopted 
values, which rejected prostitution and overly sensual perfor-
mance (Whitmer 2004). 

The Indian classical dance forms were rejected as being “immor-
al” both because of what the British interpreted as overly-sensu-
al movements and because of the reputation the devadesis, the 
temple dancers, for prostitution in order to support them as the 
temples did not. Thus the many forms of Indian classical dance 
were being rejected by the upper classes in the Indian society as 
vulgar. 
 The revival of Indian classical dances came about with 
independence and the accompanying wave of nationalist sen-
timent: “The beginning of the twentieth century marked the 
growth of an Indian national consciousness and the development 
of a sense of common ethnicity that accompanied the struggle 
for independence from the British,” and dance came to be seen 
as “an intrinsic part of Indian aesthetic, philosophical, and re-
ligious beliefs and practices” (Puri 2004). Individuals worked 
in order to spread the concept that it is an upper-class form of 
entertainment and practice. Women were eventually allowed to 
perform in many of the dance styles that were classically exclu-
sive to the realm of Indian men. 
 Thus, Indian classical dance’s origins and revival have 
strong roots in nationalist and religious sentiments. Ballroom 
dance, however, derives its origins from a conglomeration of 
international influences, rapid cultural change of liberalization, 
and a desire for intimacy in an increasingly isolationist culture. 
However, even with these vast differences in origins, they both 
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begin to explore similar themes in similar ways. 

methods of CommuniCAtion

 “[T]he great traditions of dancing deliberately and consciously cre 
 ate meaning. They are not simply mindless entertainments”
  (Puri 2004). 

 Dance in any form is a method of expression and com-
munication through the body. In Indian classical dance, how-
ever, it is integral to the dance itself. As evidenced from its ori-
gins as a way to teach, the communication of specific meanings 
and stories through the dance itself is necessary to its respected 
place in Indian aesthetic tradition: “The acting element elevates 
an idiom to the ranks of classical theater and the classical tradi-
tion. Without this element a dance form is considered to be vul-
gar and illiterate” (Puri 2004). 
 The means of communication is precise and exact, and 
follows the practices set in the Natyasastra. The concept of 
communication through dance is called in Sanskrit abhinaya, or 
the “bringing forth of meaning.” This is done in multiple ways: 
there is angika-abhinaya (communication through body and 
limbs), vacaka-abhinaya (communication through speech and 
sound), aharya-abhinaya (costume, make-up, ornaments), and 
sattvika-abhinaya (inner mental states or sentiments). Through 
these different methods, dramatic and emotional sentiments are 
conveyed (Puri 2004). All of these elements create a synergis-
tic effect that tells a story or conveys an emotional meaning in a 
very precise way. All are important elements to convey meaning: 
a facial expression without the body gesture means nothing; a 
costume without music is silent. 
 Hand gestures, in particular, have precise meanings 
depending on the context. There are 45 hand gestures listed in 
the Natyasastra, and a single one can mean picking flowers or 
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putting on jewelry, depending on the context of the motion as 
dictated by the other pieces of communication. The language of 
hand gestures, or mudras, is complex, with its own set of rules. 
Sometimes they have direct representational meaning in that the 
hand gesture directly resembles the element that the dancer is 
trying to portray, but sometimes the meaning is more dependent 
on the language of the dance itself, like a linguistic sign. With all 
of these elements combined in Indian dance, very complex and 
specific meanings and stories can be conveyed. 
 Ballroom’s communication means are not nearly as 
structured or precise and rely primarily on an overall impres-
sion or concept. Movements, costume, facial expression, and 
music all work together to give each dance its primary “flavor” 
and tone. Similar to the way in which gestures in Indian classical 
dance are defined by their relation to each other in a culturally-
created structure with occasionally only tenuous connections to 
reality, the different ballroom dances gain their identity through 
their relationship to other dances: tango’s technique is not dis-
similar to waltz, but it is more of an angry, passionate dance while 
a waltz is happier; Viennese waltz is more about quick, flawless 
turns that flow seamlessly across the floor while American waltz 
is more about linear travel; cha cha is about being grounded and 
low to the ground, waltz focuses on stretching up. Each dance is 
in great part characterized because of the way it contrasts with 
others.
 However, in Dancesport competitions, the impor-
tance of costume decreases as practitioners will wear approxi-
mately three different outfits: one for the Smooth dances, one 
for Rhythm, and one for the Nightclub dances. When one wears 
the same costume for five or so dances, differentiation between 
those dances relies more on bodily movement and facial expres-
sion. 
 In Indian dance, the facial expression is an integral part 
of the technique itself and vital for the integrity of the dramatic 
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style of dance. In Ballroom, however, facial expression is more of 
an addition that emphasizes the story that the costume and body 
movements tell. A perfectly executed waltz can be done with a 
blank expression, although it is more aesthetically pleasing and 
moving if it is done with the dreamy smile commonly associated 
with the dance. Tango is executed with a stern expression bor-
dering on anger. The facial expressions are important elements, 
but they are not as rigorously regulated or dictated. As a note 
from personal experience, a strong competitor can still have the 
facial expression of a block of wood. Facial expression training 
is primarily limited to telling a competitor whether or not one is 
supposed smile, and from there, a personal style and interpre-
tation of the particular dances dictates further development of 
subtlety and style. Facial expressions in Indian dance, however, 
require “rigorous training” (Hejmadi 2000).
 Due to the limitations of the body, which is necessarily 
the mode of communication in dance, there is a set of limitations 
on how themes can be communicated. However, dance is able 
to communicate a nearly infinite range of meanings. What is in-
teresting, is how the thematic subjects explored by ballroom and 
Indian classical dance converge, and where their thematic sub-
jects overlap it reveals intrinsic cultural differences in thinking. 

themes

 The Natya sastra lists eight emotions that are portrayed 
in dance: 

 From love comes erotic
 From mirth rises the comic
 From anger rises the furious
 From astonishment, the marvelous
 From energy, the heroic
 From disgust, the odious
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 From sorrow, the pathetic
 From fear, the terrible
 Developing later is serenity that rises from dispassion (Lalli 
2004). Hejmadi also observers that shame-embarrassment is an-
other emotional state that is commonly portrayed (2001). “The 
Natya Shastra describes in great detail how only one sthayi-bha-
va (emotion) should occupy the stage at any one time, but that 
one is almost always colored by other lesser emotions, or transi-
tory states (bhava), thus being capable of infinite variation and 
nuance” (Lalli 2004). Indian classical dance has a huge capacity 
to show great subtlety and nuance in its emotional portrayals, 
and shows great sophistication in its emotional taxonomy. 
 One emotional theme, in particular, runs very strongly 
between the two and indeed, dominates the emotional themes 
of both: that of love. The other emotions in the Indian classi-
cal dance tend to merely “adorn” the overall exploration of love: 
“The dance items show a variety of subtle emotional shadings, 
meant to reflect a single emotional or mental state.” (Lalli 2004). 
Ballroom explores through its multitude of types different types 
and stages of love.  
 Gender, in particular, is one of the main avenues 
through which love is explored in both Indian classical dance and 
through ballroom. In ballroom dances, the masculine and femi-
nine are represented by the two dancers.3 The men are expected 

3  Modern movements have resulted in same-sex dance couples 
either because of an active attempt at the portrayal of a homosexual coupling 
or because of more practical shortage of male or female dancers. There have 
also been movements to make couples almost androgynous, or to actively 
discard traditional gender roles and polarities. However, these movements 
are not widespread and, in some circles, not even widely accepted. For 
example, at many dance competitions, same-sex couples are not even per-
mitted. These new movements are fascinating and indicative of interesting 
social factors at work, but for the sake of brevity and simplicity in my cross-
cultural comparison, I will adhere to the more accepted and mainstream 
forms and styles. 
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to have stronger, less florid lines and movements. Arm and hand 
gestures are intended to project confidence and strength with 
straight lines. Women are expected to be more florid and grace-
ful with softer, more curved lines and fluid hand gestures. Much 
of the momentum and styling of the dance relies on the union 
and dichotomy of these two polarities. The dance is an explora-
tion of the union of these two and the way in which they comple-

ment each other in a relationship. It is only through the union of 
these two stylings that the dance is possible: the male leads, the 
female follows, but it is not seen or portrayed as a dominating 
relationship. The lead-follow relationship is portrayed as natu-
ral, effortless, and inevitable. It is not a domination, but rather 
more akin to the parts that two people play in a conversation: 
there is one person who is talking, and another who is listening. 
It is only through the unity of these two opposing forces that it is 
possible to achieve the grace and beauty of the dance and the joy 
that ballroom portrays. 
 In Indian classical dances, however, the male-female 
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polarities are often portrayed via only person via a differing set 
of movements: “The dance movements themselves (sometimes 
predominantly straight lines in the arms and body) suggest the 
masculine, the heroic, the presence of Krishna. The bending, 
falling, curving, lyrical lines imply the feminine, acquiescing 
presence of Radha” (Lalli 2004). The way in which the mas-
culine and the feminine are portrayed in Indian dance and in 
ballroom are very similar, suggesting at some level similar con-
cepts of the masculine and the feminine body and perhaps, then, 
conjecturally, similar roles of men and women in general: that of 
men as representing strength and women as representing grace 
and beauty. 
 Portrayals of the male and female polarity vary. In one 
performance, for example, half of the dancer was dressed as a 
woman and the other half was dressed as a man. The performer 
would obscure one half of himself with a veil when enacting the 
other gender. This was a sharply delineated and obvious por-
trayal of the two polarities as being separate and distinct but still 
unified. In another performance, two dancers represented two 
different rivers, but the fact that one of the dancers was male and 
the other female caused it to also be a study on male and female 
relations. Sometimes gender relations are portrayed more obvi-
ously via the presence of a male and female dancer acting their 
roles. Another performance telling the story of a woman prepar-
ing to join her lover does not actively portray the male polarity but 
makes its presence known by portraying the feminine’s longing 
to rejoin the masculine and thus implying the masculine. Love, 
then, in Indian classical dance “suggests constant meditation on 
the separation and union of the masculine and the feminine: the 
longing of Radha to join with Krishna” (Lalli 2004).
 But true to its religious roots, not all of the Indian clas-
sical dances directly portray romantic love the longing of a man 
and woman to be joined, but also the soul to be joined to divinity 
or the longing for spiritual release. Nevertheless, this is under-
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stood in terms of romantic love: “[H]uman love is regarded as a 
metaphor for the love of a devotee towards a divinity. The dancer 
becomes an embodiment of a soul longing to be united with the 
divinity, who, according to Hindu philosophy, has no name or 
form” (Puri 2004). Spiritual and sexual ecstasy are rendered 
equivalent in their portrayals (Whitmer 2004), or at least spiri-
tual union is seen in terms of religious ecstasy because it makes 
the achievement of spiritual enlightenment a graspable thing. 
Art seeks to articulate the inarticulate, to make the ungraspable 
understandable. Summarily then, the achievement of religious 
enlightenment is portrayed as the harmonious unification of 
opposing polarities as represented by the masculine-female di-
chotomy. 
 In ballroom dances, relationships are portrayed via 
the individuality of the dancers. During the social revolution 
through which modern ballroom sprang, a good dancer was no 
longer someone “who could maneuver most gracefully through 
the set movements in the set style, but those who had the most 
individual personality and style in their performance”  (Barr 
2008). But in the Indian classical dances, “[p]erformers present 
these emotions transformed into sentiments that are removed 
from the subjective and personal realms of experience by refer-
ring to those episodes from stories about the lives of divinities 
which best evoke these sentiments” [italics added] (Puri 2004). 
Ballroom relies on the portrayal of the individuality of the rela-
tionship and the performers to more strongly communicate its 
message whereas Indian classical dances attempt to transcend 
the individual via the religious work from which it derives its in-
spiration in order to explore themes of love.
 In order to fully understand what the cultural implica-
tions of such an argument are, it would be necessary to more 
completely explore all possibly connected societal aspects, and 
to contextualize the practice in the tradition of Clifford Geertz’s 
interpretative anthropology, something not possible to do in 
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this particular paper. But such a statement strongly reiterates 
one of the stronger characteristics of American culture—that is, 
the powerful individualism. Indian culture (in so far as much as 
it is possible to make any generalizations about such a diverse 
subcontinent) generally has a more family or group-oriented 
mentality. Indeed, while marriage in the U.S. is more generally 
understood to be the unifying of two individuals, in India it is 
seen as the coming together of two families, emphasizing the 
group-centric way of thinking. In turn, this relates back to con-
cepts of love.  

ConCLusions

 Ballroom dances and Indian classical dances come from 
very different cultural continuums, but they both focus on love 
and communicate themes of love in similar ways, bringing up 
fundamental questions about human nature and culture: what is 
love? In one sense, both forms portray love as being the union 
of polarizing forces as represented by the male and female prin-
ciples, which are similarly represented in both styles of dance. 
 However, as with most studies and most papers, this 
paper only begins to explore the questions that a comparison 
invites: why is love such a predominant theme in art around the 
world? What is the role that the different energies expected to 
play? What are their properties? What does this indicate about 
these two cultures? It is important to ask the questions and to 
pursue them in spite of their inherent ultimate unanswerability 
in order to better understand the cultural assumptions which 
dictate our lives and sometimes cause conflict, and it is through 
classical dance forms that such assumptions are most beautifully 
and poignantly enacted. 
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oChinese fusion restAurAnts:p

ConsoLidAtors of Chinese 
AmeriCAn CuLturAL identity

x

or, 
A Wok on the Multicultural Side

by nAtAlie QuAch

due to its imPortAnce As A consolidAtor of ethnic And cul-
turAl identity, food often serves As An effective metAPhor for 
numerous sociAl issues. It particularly plays a role in shaping one 
of the biggest challenges of living in American society: decid-
ing to what extent one should sacrifice one’s cultural identity in 
order to incorporate facets of American culture. For instance, 
the Chinese’s contention with this issue has yielded divergent 
results. While first-generation Chinese are apt to cling to their 
heritages, second-generation Chinese are inclined to reject 
their parents’ absolute reverence for tradition in favor of the 
multiculturalism of American society, which better incorporates 
both facets of their Chinese and American cultural heritages. 
Unlike their parents, members of the latter group must contend 
with problems of identity—cultural confusions of potentially be-
ing seen as too Chinese in the context of American culture, and 
too American in the eyes of their Chinese peers. Therefore, in 
response to this sense of transnational consciousness, restau-
rants in Chinese ethnic enclaves offer dishes calibrated to young 
Chinese’s cultural preferences. Through analysis of the menu of 
a fusion restaurant, Baccali Cafe, this paper will show that Chi-
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nese restaurants offering an East-meets-West brand of fusion 
cuisine constitutes one manner in which Chinese restaurants 
have attempted to appeal to second-generation Chinese Ameri-
cans. However, instead of completely breaking from authentici-
ty, such fusion restaurants find a happy medium by utilizing both 
conventional and nontraditional approaches to Chinese cooking 
in appealing to a Chinese American palette.
 Baccali Cafe’s decision to configure itself as a Chinese 
fusion restaurant catering to second-generation Chinese Ameri-
cans is rooted in today’s trend of narrowing culinary palettes. 
As authors David Beriss and David Sutton claim in The Restau-
rants Book: Ethnographies of Where We Eat, there is “[a] loss 
of diversity in eating habits [that is] reflected in the spread of fast 
food and related practices [...] in the bastion of culinary distinc-
tion” (9). The repercussions of this homogenization of cuisines 
and eating patterns have progressively manifested themselves 
in, among other things, the increasingly one-dimensional no-
tions of food possessed by today’s youth. Baccali’s particular 
need to address these narrowing culinary preferences is framed 
by the population demographics of its home city of Alhambra, 
California, an epicenter of Chinese cultural activity in the San 
Gabriel Valley1. As the children of the first-generation Chinese 
immigrants in Alhambra, second-generation Chinese Americans 
are of particular relevance because they constitute a substantial 
portion of the Chinese population from which Baccali derives its 
consumer base. In accordance to the epicurean homogenization 
noted by Beriss and Sutton, many San Gabriel Valley eateries 
may potentially come off to these young Chinese Americans as 
uniformly peddling the same type of food under the generic la-
bel of “Chinese cuisine.” This virtually renders these Chinese 
restaurants as indistinguishable from one another, imposing ad-
ditional pressure on them to advertise themselves as occupying 
specific culinary niches unique to their establishments. In thus 
offering a menu of Chinese fusion dishes, Baccali presents itself 
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to second-generation Chinese in a way that distinguishes it as 
having something different to offer from the other restaurants—
as it soon turns out, by striking a chord with the issues of frac-
tured identity pertinent to Chinese born in America.

 Baccali’s own solution 
to the Chinese American mar-
keting conundrum is to pres-
ent itself as a variant of the cha 
chaan ting2 popular in Hong 
Kong, and in doing so, reso-
nate deeply with second-gen-
eration Chinese Americans’ 
sense of cultural bifurcation. 
In the book The Globalization 
of Chinese Food, cha chaan 
tings are British-influenced 
tea cafes defined as symbols of 
Hong Kong’s hybrid culture, 
having materialized in the 
1940s to cater to Hong Kong 
residents who increasingly 

admired the “Western style of life” espoused by British rule 
(Wu and Cheung 74). The Hong Kong residents who initially 
frequented such cafes were Chinese transplants who could claim 
full ownership of their Chinese heritage and dined in cafes as a 
means of experiencing a “cosmopolitan” aspect of life in a soci-
ety foreign to them. However, today’s cha chaan ting culture is 
even more pertinent to Baccali’s culturally hybridized heritage: 
contemporary cafes also focus on young Chinese born in Hong 
Kong, who unlike their parents possess “a sense of being help-
lessly international” and struggle to reconcile their Chinese 
heritage with their citizenship of a city historically steeped in 
Western cultural influences (Wu and Cheung 66). Such restau-
rants appeal to Hong Kong youths by essentially offering them a 
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purchasable solution to their crisis of transnational identity. For 
instance, rather than offering painstakingly replicated examples 
of Western cuisine, cha chaan tings peddle the Chinese’s loose 
interpretations of what they believe Westerners eat—“soy-sauce 
Western dishes” such as “baked pork chop, roast pigeon, and 
minced chicken and corn soup” (Wu and Cheung 75). En-
compassing a thorough blending of Eastern influences with 
Western dishes and vice-versa, cha chaan ting menus are ideal 
examples of the cultural confluence that parallels Hong Kong 
youths’ struggle to reconcile their dual Chinese-Western iden-
tities. As the logical predecessors of present-day Chinese fusion 
restaurants around the world, Hong Kong cafes have therefore 
inspired Baccali’s attempt to capitalize on an available market 
for commodified transnationalism. Baccali has essentially repli-
cated the cha chaan tings’ formula for multinational appeal, its 
target demographic encompassing second-generation Chinese 
Americans as the American equivalent of Hong Kong-born Chi-
nese grappling with the meaning of being Chinese in a Western 
society.
 Baccali’s idiosyncratic attempt to accordingly market it-
self to young Chinese Americans in the cha chaan ting tradition 
is two-fold—to offer a hybridized and Westernized Chinese menu 
and to promote the concept of multiculturalism so pervasive in 
American society. The first facet of its marketing strategy is fur-
ther stratified into four layers, each representing a progression 
toward systematically increasing levels of the cultural hybridity 
that constitutes fusion cooking. This hybridity is also the char-
acteristic in Baccali’s dishes to which Chinese Americans can 
relate. Moreover, because Chinese Americans do not all react to 
their two-pronged cultural identities in the same way; Baccali’s 
offering dishes with varying degrees of multicultural integration 
is effective, because it can thus satisfy the different preferences 
that their customers may possess.
 Firstly, Baccali offers solely Western dishes as dining 
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options to the most thoroughly Americanized young Chinese 
on the extreme end of the Chinese-American cultural spectrum. 
For instance, in addition to the traditional offering of rice as a 
starchy accompaniment to its entrees, Baccali’s menu also offers 
sides such as Italian-style pasta noodles and yeast-raised sand-
wich bread (Baccali). Though the inclusion of such starches is 
seemingly too mundane to merit scrutiny, it is worth noting that 
they are absent from traditional Chinese cuisine: rice is instead 
the carbohydrate of choice among Southern Chinese, and buck-
wheat noodles the carbohydrate favored by Northern Chinese 
(Roberts 15-16). This inclusion of American diet staples is one 
of Baccali’s attempts to bridge the divide between Chinese and 
American, old and new, and traditional and mainstream. In this 
way, Baccali offers dining options to those Chinese Americans 
who would otherwise take their business to restaurants special-
izing in the more conventional form of American cuisine.
 On another level, Baccali infuses Chinese influences 
into Western dishes to cater to young Chinese Americans who 
are more attuned with their American side, but do not mind a 
touch of Chinese culture in their lives. This mostly Western and 
slightly Chinese approach is evident in the Baccali New York 
steaks and broiled lamb chops that feature a soy sauce marinade 
(Baccali). As a condiment commonly found in Chinese pan-
tries, soy sauce occupies a fundamental place in the Chinese 
gastronomy due to its long history of extensive use by Chinese 
cooks, both as a condiment and a flavor base for countless Chi-
nese dishes (Roberts 15). This renders it a relative newcomer 
to Western cooking, which confers onto it a moderate sense of 
novelty when combined with Western ingredients. This novelty 
is further compounded by Baccali’s offering of meat; until this 
past century, animal proteins were not an integral part of Chi-
nese cooking due to the prevalence of Chinese adhering to the 
Buddhist tenet of vegetarianism (Roberts 54). In the context of 
centuries of Chinese culinary history, the fact that a Chinese in-
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stitution today even offers a food previously foreign to its culture 
is moderately innovative in itself. In fact, Baccali presents such 
novelty in varying degrees throughout its menu, which consti-
tutes an intrinsic facet of its ability to attract second-generation 
Chinese by playing to their acute sense of multiculturalism. 
Chinese Americans may be intrigued by the dishes’ correlation 
to their own embodiment of multinationality, but they will ul-
timately be lured into the restaurant by their  curiosity for the 

unique manners in which these Eastern and Western flavors 
manage to commingle in the same dishes.
 Baccali then goes one step further in its fusion of cuisine 
options through its Westernization of Chinese foods, meant to 
attract Chinese Americans who are more partial to their Chinese 
heritage despite their embracing both facets of their cultural 
identity. Such dishes are predominantly Chinese with a touch of 
Western influence, as represented by the Baccali Special fried 
rice (Baccali). Though at first glance seemingly Chinese, this 
dish possesses a level of cultural hybridity because of its uncon-
ventional feature of Spam. As Spam is a luncheon meat created in 
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the United States in 1937 and consumed in prodigious amounts 
during World War II by American civilians and soldiers, it is a 
uniquely American food (“About Spam® Brand”). Moreover, 
though unusual, and seemingly too “low-class” a food to merit 
inclusion in the comparatively more “sophisticated” genre of 
fusion cooking, this use of Spam also recalls the legacy Baccali 
inherits from the cha chaan tings as “an inconspicuous eating 
place [...] [that] represent[s] a proletarian subculture in a capi-
talist society” (Wu and Cheung 74). Economical and abundant, 
Spam is an effective symbol of the cafe-frequenting Chinese 
youths in both Hong Kong and America to whom cheap, plenti-
ful food—and therefore this form of commodified multicultural-
ism—is most accessible. Meanwhile, though fried rice is a Chi-
nese-American invention and technically a Chinese fusion dish 
in itself, it has been so thoroughly conflated with the notion of 
Chinese food that it is nevertheless viewed today as an integral 
part of Chinese cuisine. In this regard, the Baccali Special fried 
rice represents a profound form of Chinese fusion cooking in 
that it combines an American food with a dish that is already in 
itself a representation of Chinese-American inter-cultural min-
gling. The intricate manners in which Baccali integrates Ameri-
can with Chinese in this fried rice is testament to its efforts to 
produce hybridized dishes that recall the similarly nuanced man-
ners in which second-generation Chinese deal with their multi-
cultural heritages. After all, the Baccali fried rice is of Chinese 
origin, but contains a Western twist—the same manner in which 
many Chinese Americans may view themselves.
 Lastly, but most pertinently, Baccali offers a substantial 
array of various pan-Asian dishes such as the Malaysian roasted 
chicken with curry rice and Indonesia fried rice, which is geared 
toward the Chinese Americans most conscious of the transna-
tionalism embodied by their Chinese and American heritages 
(Baccali). Here, it is not only combining Chinese cuisine with 
American cuisine, but also drawing from the gastronomies of 
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other cultures that—like that of the Chinese—have become in-
terwoven with American society to the point they are no longer 
alien appendages, but markers of cultural diversity. Conse-
quently, this particular category of fusion dishes most embodies 
the spirit of multiculturalism that Baccali is embracing and mar-
keting to second-generation Chinese Americans. More notably, 
Baccali has directly inserted in its entree titles the names of the 
countries whose culinary identities are represented in its dishes; 
the roasted chicken is obviously supposed to conjure images of 
Malaysia, the fried rice those of Indonesia. This represents Bac-
cali’s attempt to blatantly advertise its menu as a sign of its inter-
national consciousness, and is its most conspicuous attempt to 
appeal to young Chinese’s sense of cultural cognizance.
 In fact, as especially embodied by the aforementioned 
Chinese-Malaysian and Chinese-Indonesian dishes, Baccali’s 
fusion menu is meant to resonate with Chinese Americans will-
ing to explore their multicultural heritages to the fullest extent. 
As Anita Mannur, assistant professor of Asian American Lit-
erature at Denison University, claims in her essay “Model Mi-
norities Can Cook: Fusion Cuisine in Asian America”; “Fusion 
cuisine’s tendency to meld and assimilate difference into a co-
herent whole” attempts to appeal to the contemporary American 
notion of multiculturalism (74). Baccali’s dishes’ embodiment 
of cultural hybridity essentially allows them to serve as purchas-
able pieces of the American “melting pot.” This is particularly 
appealing to Chinese Americans in this context: they are clearly 
of Chinese and American cultural heritages, but less obvious is 
their stake in the other cultures that call the United States home. 
Though it does contribute to their issues of fractured identity, 
the American aspect of the Chinese American identity is also a 
multicultural entity in itself that best encapsulates second-gen-
eration Chinese’s experience of straddling the divide between 
two worlds. It is this experience that Baccali attempts to repli-
cate through its pan-Asian dishes, and which truly entices young 
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Chinese Americans to eat at Baccali. However, Baccali’s appeal 
is not confined merely to the boundaries of the United States; 
its fusion dishes become even more relevant in a contemporary 
context when viewed as minuscule microcosms of globaliza-
tion. Featuring cuisines such as 
Indonesian, Korean, Vietnam-
ese, and more, Baccali’s menu 
is meant to appeal to the cosmo-
politan worldliness that many 
young Chinese find appealing 
as a sophisticated metaphor for 
their multicultural heritages. 
Just as a Baccali menu item of 
Korean short ribs and chicken 
steak with pasta is a melange of 
Korean, American, Italian, and 
Chinese influences, so too is 
today’s world gravitating toward 
greater inter-cultural interaction 
and influence (Baccali). Fusion 
restaurants such as Baccali op-
erate on the premise that young 
Chinese are more apt to dine in 
them because of their trendy embodiment of multiculturalism—
the very attribute that sets them apart from than their more tradi-
tional counterparts by painting them as in touch with America’s 
celebration of diversity. 
 However, far from constituting strange experiments in 
the integration of different cuisines, Baccali’s approach is to 
reinvent dishes in a way that better suits the palette of young 
Chinese diners who would otherwise be disinclined to consume 
them, for fear of straying too far from the familiar. As Mannur 
comments, “On the culinary landscape [...] Asian spices and 
food need not be considered foreign and alien because, given the 
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‘right’ approach, it is possible to bring ‘exotic’ flavors from the 
east into familiar dishes” (86). In Baccali’s case, this is accom-
plished through the packaging of the “exotic” as the “diverse,” 
the latter term being more appealing than the former. “Exotic” 
implies strangeness, the unknown, even primitivism—all nega-
tive attributes. On the contrary, “diversity” denotes a sterility 
that many young Chinese are more comfortable with due to their 
immersion in an American society that both celebrates and stan-
dardizes multiculturalism. Certainly there are Chinese Ameri-
cans who are unafraid of trying unfamiliar foods and extremely 
unusual flavor combinations, but Baccali’s focus is on those who 
possess more conservative taste buds. It is willing to risk alienat-
ing a small portion of its second-generation Chinese customer 
base to better serve the needs of the majority.
 To better attract second-generation Chinese with this 
balance between the exotic and the familiar in mind, Baccali thus 
does not incorporate extra-cultural elements into its dishes to 
the point that they are unrecognizable as part of Chinese cui-
sine. As Mannur claims, “[t]he call to perform a version of Asi-
anness that appears to be authentic and stamped with the seal of 
approval of the native informant is certainly present” in fusion 
cooking, Baccali’s included (88). On the other extreme of the 
Chinese-American culinary spectrum, Baccali does not neglect 
to offer traditional Chinese dishes such as black pepper beef 
with crispy chow mein and fish porridge (Baccali). This signifies 
a consciousness on Baccali’s part to remain true to its Chinese 
roots even though it is trying to present itself as a “cutting-
edge” institution. Moreover, another incentive that Baccali has 
for including authentic Chinese cuisine on its menu is its desire 
to appeal to those Chinese Americans who, unlike their more 
Americanized counterparts, are more partial to the dishes fea-
tured in home cooking. Baccali accordingly attempts to siphon 
business from the more traditional Chinese restaurants whose 
menus of conventional Chinese cuisine would have otherwise 
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attracted the second-generation Chinese most comfortable with 
their Chinese heritage. Though Chinese fusion restaurants may 
modify and Westernize aspects of traditional Chinese cuisine to 
cater to young Chinese, some establishments are in no way com-
pletely abandoning all aspects of their cultural heritage. Baccali, 
for instance, is only sacrificing a part of its Chinese tradition at a 
marginal expense of authenticity. Therefore, Baccali’s approach 
toward combining Chinese and American cuisine for its youth-
ful customer base ultimately succeeds without unequivocally 
jettisoning certain features at the heart of Chinese culture. This 
shows that Chinese fusion cafés can indeed find a happy medium 
in their desire to promote themselves as peddlers of a dining ex-
perience worthy of Chinese Americans’ multicultural heritage.
 As exemplified by Baccali Cafe, Chinese fusion restau-
rants are not only hubs of inter-cultural culinary experimenta-
tion, but spaces in which second generation Chinese Americans 
are able to come to terms with their transnational identities. Bac-
cali particularly offers young Chinese the chance to consolidate 
their identities through their interaction with its menu of fusion 
dishes, which contain varying degrees of Chinese-American in-
tegration. Chinese Americans embracing their Americanized 
tendencies have the option of ordering a wholly Western dish, 
while those who are proud of their Chinese heritages will have 
no problem selecting from Baccali’s assortment of authentic 
Chinese dishes. The food that best embodies the multicultural-
ism at the crux of Chinese American identity, however, turns out 
to be Baccali’s Western-influenced Chinese dishes, Eastern-in-
fluenced Western entrees, and pan-Asian cooking. Such exam-
ples of hybridized Chinese cuisine best offer Chinese American 
customers what amounts to an edible resolution to their struggle 
to completely conform to either of the two worlds to which they 
belong. Baccali also manages to cater to Chinese Americans’ 
attraction to the multicultural without straying too far into the 
strange and unfamiliar. By combining both East and West in this 
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manner, Chinese fusion restaurants show second-generation 
Chinese that their Chinese and American cultures can success-
fully coexist—if not anywhere else, at least in the food that they 
choose to consume.
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(Endnotes)
1 By 2000, each of nine cities of the San Gabriel Valley 
reached a population of 10,000 Chinese that constituted at 
least one-quarter of each city’s total population, even surpassing 
Chinatown in importance in some ways ( Frazier and Tettey-Fio 
281).
2 Cha chaan ting is the Cantonese name for Hong Kong 
cafes (Wu and Cheung 5).



e epitheLiAL motor switChes f
g

or, 
Mechanisms for Mobility in Microscopic Structures

by liz lehto

A) topiC
intraCEllUlar traffiCking iS of vital importanCE to CEllS, 
otHErwiSE tHingS tHat arE proDUCED in onE rEgion of tHE CEll 
arE DoomED to Stay tHErE. Cells need some sort of a transport 
mechanism to move cargo from place to place; allowing cellular 
components to be produced in one compartment and transferred 
where they need to go. 
 Because of the great importance of these mechanisms, 
diseases that cause the movement of cellular components can 
be detrimental to the individual. Diseases that affect transport 
mechanisms include cystic fibrosis and cancer. Current treat-
ment of these diseases typically involve broad treatment of mi-
crotubules, which have a number of side effects on both the cells 
being treated and the function of the organ as a whole (Protein, 
2007). One way to refine this treatment is to find a more specific 
approach, instead of targeting the microtubule as a whole target 
the specific motor proteins that are causing the problem in the 
first place. This would have less of a negative side effect on the 
host, but depends on the idea that specific motor proteins trans-
port specific cargo. Luckily for those affected with malfunction-
ing microtubule motors research has made a huge step forward 
in the search for a more effective cure. 
 This step forward began with the knowledge that asym-
metry is critical to the function of tissues and that pathways are 
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needed to ensure that proteins get to their proper side of the 
cell, either the apical or basolateral surface of the plasma mem-
brane (Jacobson and Mostov, 2007). Researchers are now look-
ing at cells to determine how transport to the proper sides of the 
membrane work. Previous research on the subject suggests that 
apical transport mechanisms depend on microtubule motors, 
but it was unclear what motors it depends on or the orientation 
of microtubules within the cells (Jaulin et al, 2007). Previous 
models show that microtubules are organized with their minus 

ends directed toward the apical surface of polarized cells, sug-
gesting that movement to this surface is dependant on dynein 
motors (Jacobson and Mostov, 2007). In a recent publication 
on the topic, Fanny Jaulin and her colleagues test this model of 
microtubule arrangement, as well as look at the specific motor 
protein involved in transport of a particular protein to the apical 
surface of epithelial cells, testing to see if this mechanism is the 
same in both polarized and non polarized cells. 

b) eXperimentAL resuLts And interpretAtions
 Fanny Jaulin and her colleagues began their research for 
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the paper “Polarization-Dependant Selective Transport to the 
Apical Membrane by KIF5B in MDCK Cells” by looking at the 
difference between polarized and non polarized epithelial cells. 
Based on previous research they used p75 as their protein of in-
terest because it is known to localize only to the apical membrane 
in polarized epithelial cells (Jaulin et al, 2007). By selecting a 
protein that is delivered to only one side of the plasma mem-
brane and tagging it with green fluorescent protein researchers 
could observe different properties of protein transport. They 
carried out their study in Madin-Darby canine kidney (MDCK) 
epithelial cells. After injecting p75-GFP and observing its trans-
port from the golgi to the plasma membrane, it was found that 
transport was 1.4 times faster in polarized cells than it was in 
subconfluent cells (Jaulin et al, 2007). This raised the question 
of “why.” Perhaps this was because of a different mechanism of 
transport when cells become confluent. The increased rate of 
golgi exit, delivery to the plasma membrane, and velocity in con-
fluent cells suggested a change in machinery involved in trans-
port. From this information two mechanisms were proposed: 1) 
that different motor proteins are used to transport p75 before 
and after polarization or 2) that the activity of the motor used to 
transport p75 is altered when cells become polarized (Jaulin et 
al, 2007).
 Before researchers could figure out which of the two hy-
potheses were correct, they first had to determine what type of 
motors move the protein of interest. By observing the movement 
of the p75-GFP in both polarized and nonpolarized epithelial 
cells researchers saw indications that they moved along micro-
tubule tracks, a finding that was consistent with the previous 
research that showed that p75 moves using kinesin-mediated 
transport in subconfluent MDCK cells (Jaulin et al, 2007). 
Based on both these findings, it seemed that movement of p75-
GFP in polarized epithelial cells also depended on kinesin mo-
tors, an idea that went against the previously proposed model of 
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microtubule arrangement that indicated that microtubules are 
arranged with their minus ends towards the apical surface. By 
tagging the plus ends of the microtubules with EB1-GFP, re-
searchers showed that microtubules are actually arranged with 
their plus end towards the apical membrane in polarized cells 
(Jaulin et al, 2007). This rejected the previous model and re-
placed it with a new one. 
 Now that they knew the orientation of microtubules 
within the cells researchers could move on to find which specific 
kinesin motors move the p75-GFP. Based on previous studies, 
four different KIFs were tested. Solutions containing all or a 
portion of the tail domain of each of the four chosen KIFs were 
injected into MDCK cells in order to block interactions of the 
four selected KIFs with the p75-GFP cargo. Analysis found that 
there was a significant decrease in the emptying of vesicles in the 
cells that were injected with KIF5B-tail (Jaulin et al, 2007). This 
suggested that KIF5B was the motor responsible for transport-
ing p-75 in confluent epithelial cells. Researchers went on to 
carry out the same test in subconfluent MDCK cells and found 
that injection with KIF5B-tail had no effect on the movement 
of p75-YFP to the plasma membrane. However, the addition 
of the tail unit did cause mitochondria to be clustered around 
the nucleus instead of spread throughout the cell (Jaulin et al, 
2007), showing that KIF5B is active in nonpolarized cells, but 
functions in a different manner than it does in confluent cells. 
This finding also shows that there are different mechanisms for 
the transport of p75 in confluent and subconfluent epithelial 
cells. 
 Researchers then injected cells with KIF5-specific anti-
bodies to again block their function. Congruent with the previ-
ous findings, injection of antibodies had no effect on transport 
in subconfluent cells and prevented the movement of p75 to the 
membrane of confluent cells. However, injection of antibodies 
resulted in the accumulation of vesicles in the cytoplasm in-
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stead of in the golgi, as was previously seen with the injection 
of KIF5B-tail (Jaulin et al, 2007). This suggests different in-
hibitory mechanisms. KIF5B-tail competes for golgi membrane 

domains containing budding p75 vesicles, while antibodies al-
low vesicles to bud from the golgi, but block their attachment to 
KIF5B (Jaulin et al, 2007). 
  In order to check the results, researchers then tested 
cells to see if they could isolate KIF5B attached to p75-GFP. 
When KIF5 was isolated in both confluent cells and subconflu-
ent cells, researchers found p75-GFP precipitated from solution 
along with KIF5 only in the polarized cells (Jaulin et al, 2007). 
This suggests that KIF5 interaction with p75 only after cells be-
come polarized. 
 Researchers also tested cells’ reactions to the injection 
of KIFC3, a minus end directing kinesin that is described to in-
hibit apical delivery in other cells (Jaulin et al, 2007). Surpris-
ingly this addition has no effect on the emptying of p75 from the 
golgi or its delivery to the apical membrane (Jaulin et al, 2007). 
Since the presence of KIF5B-tail is the only tested inhibitory 
method that had any impact on transport to the apical membrane 
suggests that KIF5B is the motor responsible for the transport 
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of p75 to the apical membrane in confluent epithelial cells, how-
ever, it is worth noting the possibility that transport may also rely 
on additional motors that were not tested in this study. 
 Next researchers wanted to see if KIF5B transported 
other proteins to the apical membrane, or if it was specific for 
p75. Three other proteins known to be moved to the apical sur-
face were fluorescence tagged and injected with KIF5B-tail. 
No effect on transport was observed. Additionally researchers 
tagged several proteins that are directed to the basolateral sur-
face. Again, no effect on transport was observed (Jaulin et al, 
2007). This suggests that KIF5B is a selective transporter of 
p75 to the apical surface. 

C) ConCLusion And signifiCAnCe
 This research shows that KIF5B is the motor that medi-
ates transport of p75 to the apical membrane in polarized epi-
thelial cells. It was also discovered that this transport mechanism 
is specific to p75 transport in polarized cells, and that polarized 
epithelial cells somehow switch their transport motors once they 
have become polarized. Additionally, it was found that polarized 
epithelial cells are oriented with the plus ends of their micro-
tubules towards the apical membrane, a finding that rejects the 
previous model. This research was of sufficient significance to 
report in a news story because it is revolutionary and can poten-
tially lead to the discovery of other protein specific motors. It 
also means that one day technology can be discovered to more 
effectively treat diseases that affect the transport of specific pro-
teins with fewer side effects than current treatments. This can 
potentially lead to a better cure for problems like cystic fibrosis 
and cancer. 
 I found it strange that they did not begin their research 
with testing the orientation of the microtubules within the cells 
seeing as previous findings showed that kinesins were respon-
sible for movement in subconfluent cells. I also found it odd that 
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from the beginning, they suggested that movement was medi-
ated by kinesins, never once considering the fact that dyneins 
were involved in transport. My first instinct would have been to 
test the orientation of microtubules before looking at the motor 
proteins, that way I could test motors that move in the direction 
that is pointed towards the apical surface. Having said that, I am 
still very impressed with the work and cannot wait to see where 
this leads. The idea that we may one day have a better treatment 
for diseases involving microtubule motors is amazing. 
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Right now
[          ] wears sheets of glass beneath
the arches of its feet 
To say
No one really
Looks out windows,
Just below them, below
A pane

Last week
[          ] thinks a spectacle
would rearrange its stars
But [          ] crossed
The canon, and
Doesn’t [          ] know?
It’s already written,
Erased

Tomorrow
[          ] is staring down the empty
barrel of a suit case
This time
[          ] Will be sharper,
[          ] Won’t lean too far over 
The worn edge and fall
Back out

[          ]



u Agent CAusAtion As A v
sub-CAtegory of ChAnCe

t

or, 
Where does free will fit into the chain of events?

by lilliAn nguyen

in “frEE will, praiSE anD blamE,” J.J.C. Smart notES tHat frEE 
will inCompatibiliStS “SomEHow… want oUr moral CHoiCES to 
bE nEitHEr DEtErminED nor a mattEr of CHanCE,” pointing to a 
maJor problEm in tHE inCompatibiliSt approaCH (Smart 60).  One 
attempt to identify a middle ground between determinism and 
chance, thereby proving that this approach is not logically ex-
haustive, can be found in Roderick Chisholm’s essay entitled 
“Human Freedom and the Self.”  In this essay, he identifies a 
concept that he refers to as “agent causation,” contrasting it with 
the concept of event causation.  By rooting the origin of cause 
within the agent, he believes that incompatibilists can escape the 
aforementioned accusation.  In this paper, I will first fully present 
the charge against incompatibilism, working from Smart’s essay 
to define determinism and chance, and establish exactly how he 
believes that these are exhaustive.  This will then allow me to dis-
cuss what an incompatibilist response must establish in order to 
refute the charge.  Next, I will consider Chisholm’s idea of agent 
causation and how it is supposed to clear incompatibilists of the 
charge.  I will then briefly explain Peter van Inwagen’s claim that 
agent causation, whether or not it exists, is irrelevant to free will.  
I will take this claim further, however.  I will argue that the con-
cept of agent causation proposed by Chisholm is arbitrary and 
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vague at best.  From this I will conclude that not only is agent 
causation irrelevant, the concept itself is incoherent. 

1. The Charge Against Incompatibilism
 I will now consider the accusation against incompati-
bilism and the terms used in this accusation because they provide 
the framework for Chisholm’s proposal and for my criticism.  In 
“Free Will, Praise and Blame,” Smart specifically challenges lib-
ertarianism, a position that holds that free will is incompatible 
with determinism and that determinism does not exist, thereby 
leading to the conclusion that humans do in fact have free will.  
For libertarians and other incompatibilists, in a deterministic 
world, a person cannot be held morally responsible for his ac-
tions.  Smart states that many 
people, including the Marquis 
de Sade and C.A. Campbell, 
subscribe to this libertar-
ian view about relinquishing 
moral responsibility while still 
acknowledging that, in many 
cases, people’s behavior can 
be predicted.  He points out, 
however, that people who 
believe this also believe that 
moral responsibility should be relinquished if their actions are 
due to pure chance.  Smart works from C.A. Campbell’s no-
tion of “contra-causal freedom,” which he deems impossible in 
light of definitions of “unbroken causal continuity” and “pure 
chance” that he thinks incompatibilists would accept.  With 
“contra-causal freedom,” Campbell attempts to establish that 
there exist “genuinely open possibilities” between determinism 
and pure chance.
 The definition he gives of “unbroken causal continu-
ity” is, essentially, determinism, the idea that the laws of nature 
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and the past logically entail a unique future.  He defines “pure 
chance” as the idea that, “there are some events that even a 
superhuman calculator could not predict, however precise his 
knowledge of however wide a region of the universe at some 
previous time” (Smart 60).  He makes the important distinction 
between “pure chance” and “accident” or simple “chance.”  
The difference, he states, is that chance can be the result of 
two separate causal chains, such as a man walking under a lad-
der and the ladder falling at the same time.  Laplace’s demon, a 
superhuman calculator, can predict chance while it cannot pre-
dict pure chance.  From these definitions, Smart points out that 
pure chance can only exist if unbroken causal continuity does 
not exist.  But unbroken causal continuity has to either exist or 
not exist.  From these two observations, he concludes that either 
unbroken causal continuity or pure chance exist, but that both 
cannot not exist. Logically, then, Campbell’s idea of “contra-
causal freedom,” a middle ground between determinism and 
pure chance, cannot exist.  In light of this troubling objection, 
the task at hand for libertarians and other incompatibilists is to 
establish that it is possible that there exists an understanding of 
cause which is neither purely chance nor an unbroken causal 
chain.

2. Chisholm’s Acknowledgement of the Objection
 Chisholm starts by saying that a person is responsible for 
an event or state of affairs only if he is responsible for the cause 
– that is, he can only be responsible if his actions, actions that he 
could have chosen to perform or not perform, bring about the 
event or state of affairs.  He then argues that both determinism 
and pure chance conflict with the ascription of responsibility.  
He supports this claim by stating the former conflicts because if 
a man tried to do otherwise, he actually could have done other-
wise, and that the latter conflicts because if an event happens by 
chance, without any reason, then presumably no one can be re-
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sponsible (Chisholm 29-30).  Up to this point in the argument, 
his views do not differ from the general incompatibilist picture 
that is vulnerable to Smart’s attack.  However, at no point in his 
argument does he deny that the compatibilist objection is prob-
lematic; rather, he fully acknowledges and accepts the validity of 
this objection by stating that “we must not say that every event 
involved in the act is caused by some other event; and we must 
not say that the act is something that is not caused at all” (Chish-
olm 30).  This is where Chisholm’s proposal for “agent causa-
tion,” a different understanding of the origin of cause, comes 
in.

3. Event Causation and Chisholm’s Understanding of Agent 
Causation
 Before we can understand agent causation, we must 
consider Chisholm’s definition of event causation because he 
defines the former by contrasting it with the latter.  To put it 
very briefly, event causation is what he calls transeunt causa-
tion, “a relation between events or states of affairs,” such as the 
relation when we consider events with only inanimate objects.  
From this, he is able to distinguish the qualities of agent, or 
immanent, causation, which Chisholm believes to be the only 
successful incompatibilist response to the aforementioned com-
patibilist objection.  We get agent causation “when an agent, as 
distinguished from an event, causes an event or state of affairs” 
(Chisholm 30).  That is, at least one of the events in an act must 
not be caused by other events, but by the agent herself.  Under 
this picture, though there is causal continuity because some acts 
in an event are caused by other events, the continuity is broken 
by the agent.  Also, this understanding of cause roots events in 
something, making it impossible that events can happen due to 
pure chance.  It seems that agent causation provides us with a 
middle ground, which, for Chisholm, should disabuse us of the 
idea that we cannot reject both determinism and pure chance.
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 Chisholm considers two objections to his argument.  
First is the objection that in an action, the cause may very well 
not be the agent but the agent’s brain.  After defining agent cau-
sation, he seems to suggest that it should be believed not simply 
because it solves the problem articulated by Smart, but also be-
cause it places a desirable emphasis on the role that man plays in 
the world.  In his own words, agent causation “impl[ies] some-
thing of considerable importance about the nature of the agent 

or the man” (Chisholm 30).  The objection about the agent’s 
brain being the cause would effectively mean that what happens 
in the agent himself is simply event causation and thus, it would 
undermine valuable agency of man.  To solve this problem, Ch-
isholm uses the A. I. Melden’s distinction between “making 
something A happen” and “doing A.”  In “doing A,” a person is 
fully aware of what they are doing and intends to do it.  In “mak-
ing something A happen,” a person causes change in the world, 
such as the movement of air particles, without meaning to or 
knowing that she is (Chisholm 31).  Comparatively, then, the 
brain event could just as well be made to happen when an agent 
does something intentional, leaving the agent to be the imma-
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nent cause.  The second objection that he calls attention to is the 
objection that if the agent is thought to be the originator of the 
cause, there is no difference between an agent causing A to hap-
pen and A just happening – it is difficult to see what agent’s cau-
sation “consists of” if no event made it happen (Chisholm 32).  
To this, Chisholm answers that agent causation simply consists 
of the fact that the event in question “was caused and was caused 
by the man.”  He admits that this answer is somewhat unsatis-
fying, but points out that event causation would face the same 
problems for everyone but the complete indeterminist since we 
cannot be sure of what event A, which caused event B, consists 
of either (Chisholm 33).  

4. Pure Chance and Agent Causation
 Thus far, I have explained the reasons why Chisholm be-
lieves that determinism and pure chance do not have to be logi-
cally exhaustive.  I believe that the notion of agent causation does 
nothing to prove this compatibilist criticism wrong, as agent 
causation seems to be rooted in chance itself.  Here it is use-
ful to consider the informal, intuitive version of the Mind Argu-
ment, referred to as the “mere matter of chance” argument, and 
its implications, as proposed in “Free Will Remains a Mystery” 
by Peter van Inwagen.  Roughly, this “mere matter of chance” 
argument states that in an undetermined world, when a person 
is faced with a difficult decision, it can only be said that a person 
might have done A or might have done B.  If a god-figure were to 
revert the world to the time before a decision was made, replay-
ing the situation many times, at some times decision A would be 
made and at some times decision B would be made.  Although we 
cannot see chance working as clearly when we consider an actual 
situation because there would be no replays to show other pos-
sible futures, in that actual situation the agent’s choice would 
still be subject to chance (van Inwagen 173).
 Van Inwagen uses this basic argument to claim that 
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“nothing we could possibly learn, nothing God knows, it would 
seem, should lead us to distrust our initial inclination to say that 
the outcome of the next replay will be a matter of chance” (van 
Inwagen 174).  Thus, he suggests that agent causation would, 
ultimately, still be subject to chance.  He concludes by saying 
that because of this, whether or not a person is the source of a 
cause, agent causation is irrelevant to the problem of free will.  
This reasoning and its conclusion correspond with my thoughts 
about agent causation and chance.  However, I believe that van 
Inwagen’s argument can be taken further.  I claim that the basis 
for van Inwagen’s argument is strong enough to bring us to the 
conclusion that agent causation is, more or less, pure chance—
more accurately, that Chisholm’s concept is essentially a renam-
ing or a subcategory of pure chance.  The idea of agent causation 
seems to be an unnecessary distinction.  I believe that this is ap-
parent on superficial analysis: on review of the “mere matter of 
chance” argument, if we accept that agent causation is rooted in 
chance and that, from this, agent causation is irrelevant to free 
will, there seems to be little reason to differentiate agent causa-
tion from chance.  I think that the reasons to question this dis-
tinction run even deeper, however.

5. The Agent as the Unmoved Mover
 Chisholm identifies the agent in agent causation as a 
“prime mover unmoved,” which he explains in this way: “In do-
ing what we do, we cause certain events to happen, and nothing—
or no one—causes us to cause these events to happen” (Chisholm 
34).  He then argues that the actions of prime movers unmoved 
cannot be determined by their desires because “there is no […] 
logical connection between wanting and doing, no need there 
even be a causal connection.”  From the Kantian approach to 
desire and actions, Chisholm concludes that “there can be no 
science of man” (Chisholm 35).  This alone, in Chisholm’s own 
words no less, seems to support my claim that agent causation 
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is pure chance.  This is because if there is nothing to direct an 
agent’s decision, it seems as if a “replay” of the situation would 
result in the statement “she might have done A or she might have 
done B.”  But this is simply the mere chance argument that we 
have already considered.  The prime mover unmoved presents a 
unique problem in itself, even if we dismiss this objection.  The 
basis of my argument about the unmoved mover is this: if the in-
compatibilist needs a middle ground between unbroken causal 
continuity and pure chance, and if we assume that successful 
middle grounds skirt the previous objection, it seems that any 
middle ground, agent causation or not, would do.  If, say, a ball 
just started rolling on its own—if it caused itself to roll without 
anything or anyone causing that to happen—it could serve Ch-
isholm’s purpose as effectively as an agent who causes things 
on his own.  A ball starting to roll of its own accord, of course, 
seems preposterous.  But if we move this scenario from an inani-
mate object to something less material and say, for example, that 
a state of affairs caused things of its own accord, it seems more 
plausible.  I contend that we cannot deny the possibility of other 
things, such as states of affairs, being the origin of causes if we 
are to also accept that agents can simply cause things.
6. An Arbitrary Stop in the Chain of Causation
 It seems that Chisholm would deny that the ball, or state 
of affairs, can be the origin of a cause, while still accepting that 
an agent can be the origin.  So while Chisholm provides plenty of 
support for why agent causation can effectively solve the prob-
lem expressed by Smart, he does not seem to give us much rea-
son to believe that it is only the agent who can accomplish this.  
This is partially because it is not clear what is required for agent 
causation.  Does a child, a monkey, a dog, or a fish have the ca-
pacities that enable it to be an unmoved mover?  Stopping cau-
sation at the agent every time appears to be arbitrary unless we 
understand exactly what it is that makes the agent unique–why 
not say that causation stems from an event two, or fifty, events 
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before the agent’s brain event?  If we accept that only humans 
are prime movers unmoved, this seems to go to the very root of 
what it means to be human.  Until Chisholm provides an ade-
quate account of what it means to be an agent, or what being hu-
man really consists of, it seems that agent causation cannot clear 
the claim that it is arbitrary.  However, from his examples such 
as the hand moving the staff and the bribed politician, it seems 
that Chisholm believes that the agent must be human.  The larg-
er question that this still leaves us with, then, is why Chisholm 
insists that the source of cause must be the agent.
 I suggest that part of the reason that Chisholm roots 
cause in the agent can be found in the same sentence in which 
he introduces the idea of the prime mover unmoved: “If we are 
responsible, and if what I have been trying to say is true, then 
we have a prerogative which some would attribute only to God” 
(Chisholm 34).  This, I believe, provides some crucial insight 
into why, as noted in section 3 of my paper, he thinks that agent 
causation says something important about the position of the 
agent in her world.  It seems undeniable and intuitive that there 
lies an extreme power in the ability to be the sole originator of 
events and the comparison to God only makes the desirability 
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of this notion even more apparent.  I argue that the only reason 
that Chisholm suggests a support of the idea that only an agent, 
as opposed to a state of affairs or an inanimate object, can be 
a prime mover unmoved is that this idea intimates that humans 
hold more important roles; in a world of determinism or of pure 
chance, it seems that there would be very little to differentiate a 
person from everything else in the world because everything, in-
cluding him, would be subject to the same chains of causation or 
chance.  And while it is admittedly desirable to think that there 
is something about humans that sets us apart, this notion is far 
from being sufficient enough to support the idea of agent causa-
tion.

 I have shown how Chisholm’s argument is vulnerable to 
the mere chance argument.  I have argued that even if we ignore 
the problems that arise because of the mere chance argument, 
the notion of agent causation nevertheless has problems because 
it seems arbitrary and because it is unable to be clearly defined.  
Also, the only support that he gives for making the agent the ori-
gin of cause is focused around what appears to be a misguided 
desire to regard the human position unique.   From this, I argue 
that agent causation is not only irrelevant—it is incoherent as a 
concept.  What Chisholm has proposed as agent causation is 
merely a subcategory of chance, a failed attempt to find a more 
consistent method of ascribing chance as the origin of cause.  
The distinction between agent causation and event causation 
that Chisholm makes seems unnecessary or even nonexistent 
once we observe the outlines of agent causation and how it plays 
into the larger picture of free will.  While this does not prove the 
incompatibilist position to be illogical, it is my contention that 
until a clearly defined middle ground between unbroken causal 
chains and pure chance is explained, incompatibilists have an 
extremely difficult position to defend.
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AbstrACt

 This study examined the relations between college stu-
dents’ appraisals of academic demands, adult attachment and 
academic stress and well-being. The purpose was to test and 
expand Blascovich’s challenge threat appraisal theory through 
the investigation of its relations to attachment and stress. Partic-
ipants completed measures of demographics, adult attachment 
patterns, appraisals of academic demands, and psychological 
well-being and stress. Results indicated that appraisals of aca-
demic demands and attachment patterns were related to stress 
and well-being. Specifically, threat appraisals of academic de-
mands, high attachment avoidance and high attachment anxiety 
were related to high stress and low well-being. Individuals with 
low attachment anxiety and low attachment avoidance were like-
ly to appraise academic demands as a challenge. In contrast, in-
dividuals with high attachment anxiety and/or high attachment 
avoidance were likely to appraise academic demands as a threat. 
The discussion focused on predictors of stress and well-being 
in college students and the extension of Blascovich’s model to 
include the role of attachment.  

AttAChment And ApprAisALs of ACAdemiC demAnds

 Although college provides unique and positive oppor-
tunities for the development of emerging adults (Sherrod, Hag-
gerty, & Featherman, 1993), transition to college can also be 
stressful because it implies separation from family, adaptation to 
new living conditions, new and stricter academic demands, and a 
host of new relationships (Vollrath, 2000). Within this context, 
college can be conceptualized as an “experiential niche” that 
constitutes a setting for studying developmental challenges and 
coping patterns in emerging adults. In particular, college life 
tests an individual’s ability to cope with a variety of challenges 
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and hassles. In this study, I examined the factors that might in-
fluence an individual’s ability to cope with academic demands 
in college. Given the great degree of stress that many college 
students face, and the consequence of different patterns of cop-
ing for the emotional health and well-being, it is important to 
identify factors that can help college students navigate through 
their stressful lives. The present study examined the relations 
between college students’ appraisals of academic demands, 
adult attachment and academic stress and well-being. 

Coping with stress

 Past research has shown that stress can have a variety of 
negative psychological and health outcomes. Lazarus (2006) 
argued that it is not the stress itself, but the way an individual 
copes or appraises with a stressful situation, which influences 
his or her overall well-being. According to Lazarus and Folkman 
(1984), coping can be defined as “constantly changing cogni-
tive and behavioral efforts to manage specific external and/or 
internal demands that are appraised as taxing or exceeding the 
resources of the person” (p. 141). According to this theory, 
emotions, goals, beliefs about self and the world and personal 
resources are all factors which influence an individual’s coping 
pattern (Lazarus, 2006). 

ApprAisALs of stressfuL situAtions

 Lazarus and Folkman (1984) argued that the appraisal 
of environmental stressors dramatically influence an individual’s 
ability to cope with that environment. Appraising can be defined 
as “imputing relational meaning to our ongoing and changing 
relationships with others and the physical environment” (La-
zarus, 2006). According to this theory, the personal resources 
and environmental demands of a particular situation influence 
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an individual’s appraisal. Inspired by Lazarus’s theory of ap-
praisals, Blascovich and his colleagues developed the challenge-
threat model of appraisals (Blascovich et al, 2003). According to 
this model, individuals’ initial appraisals about motivated perfor-
mance situations are crucial in determining their psychological 
and physiological responses. Motivated performance situations 
refer to situations in which the individual perceives a situation as 
important in meeting his or her goals, and therefore are relevant 
to the individual’s well-being (Blascovich, 2008). For college 
students, motivated performance situations are very common, 
and can be highly demanding and stressful. 
The perception of resources and demands influences the way an 
individual appraises a situation (Blascovich & Tomaka, 1996). 
According to Blascovich et al. (2003), factors contributing to 
the perception of resources include skills, knowledge, abili-
ties, disposition, and external support. Factors contributing to 
the perception of demands include danger, uncertainty, and re-
quired effort. Any one of these factors influence the appraisal 
of challenge or threat (Blascovich et al, 2003). When resources 
exceed demands, an individual is likely to perceive a situation as 
a challenge. In contrast, if demands exceed resources, an indi-
vidual is more likely to perceive the situation as a threat. The ap-
praisal of challenges versus threats has been linked to stress and 
academic expectations (Chemers, Hu, & Garcia, 2001). Chal-
lenge appraisals were related to higher academic achievement 
and lower stress, while threat appraisals were related to lower 
academic achievement and higher stress. Furthermore, threat 
appraisals have been linked to physiological responses which 
might lead to health problems, such as cardiovascular disease 
and immune system dysfunction (Blascovich, 2008). 

AttAChment And Coping with stress

 Shaver and Mikulincer (2007) proposed that an indi-
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vidual’s attachment pattern influences his or her ability to cope 
with stressful situations. Deeply ingrained positive beliefs about 
self and world influence a securely attached individual’s ap-
praisal of, and ability to cope with, stressful situations (Shaver & 
Mikulincer, 2007). Securely attached individuals have learned 
that the world is generally safe, that others can be trusted and are 
helpful in challenging situations, and that they have sufficient 
resources to reduce 
distress and remove 
obstacles (self-con-
fidence). Shaver and 
Mikulincer (2007) 
described a process 
they termed “Broad-
en and Build.” This 
process is believed 
to help securely at-
tached individuals 
to maintain self-
efficacy, resilience 
and optimism in 
the face of difficult 
situations where they may not have social support readily avail-
able. This cycle “expands a person’s resources for maintaining 
equanimity and mental health in times of stress, broadens the 
person’s perspectives and capacities, and facilitates incorpora-
tion of mental representations of security-enhancing attachment 
figures into the self” (Shaver & Mikulincer, 2007, p. 450). The 
combination of these abilities, skills, knowledge and external 
support can be considered resources during demanding situa-
tions. 
 In contrast, insecurely attached individuals appraise 
stressful situations differently than securely attached individu-
als. Anxiously attached individuals are hypervigilant of threats 
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and have a higher frequency of negative expectations about their 
own abilities (Mikulincer & Shaver, 2008). Due to their negative 
beliefs about the self and the world, anxiously attached individu-
als view others as unavailable, and tend to experience a sense of 
helplessness and vulnerability, and even avoid solving problems 
to gain positive attention from attachment figures (Shaver & 
Mikulincer, 2007). Because of their distrust of others, avoidant 
individuals are determined to handle stress alone, and therefore 
tend to dismiss social support during stressful events (Shaver & 
Mikulincer, 2007). In terms of the resource of social support, 
individuals who are insecurely attached perceive their partners 
as being less supportive than securely attached individuals (Col-
lins & Feeney, 2004). This orientation is likely to lessen the 
perception of available resources and heighten the perception 
of demands. Consequently, an insecurely attached individual is 
likely to perceive a demanding situation as a threat. 

overview of the present study

 The present study examined relations among adult at-
tachment, appraisals of demanding situations, and psychologi-
cal well-being in college students’ academic life. It is well es-
tablished that attachment influences how an individual copes 
with stressful situations. However, research on the relationship 
between attachment and academic stress is difficult to find.  In 
addition, the use of the challenge-threat appraisal model has not 
been studied in relation to attachment, stress and well-being. 
Because of the prevalence of stress in college students’ lives, it 
is important to investigate the factors which influence students’ 
ability to cope with stressful situations. 

reseArCh Questions

 The following questions guided our research: 
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 1. Are frequencies and appraisals of academic hassles 
related to stress and well-being? 
 2. Are attachment patterns related to stress and well-
being?
 3. Are attachment patterns related to an individual’s 
appraisal of academic hassles? Specifically, are individuals low 
in anxiety and avoidance more likely to make challenge apprais-
als? Are individuals high in anxiety and avoidance more likely to 
make threat appraisals? 

method

pArtiCipAnts

 The sample was comprised of 164 (82 male and 82 
female) undergraduate students enrolled at the University of 
California, Santa Cruz (M =18.77, SD =1.17). The sample was 
65% Caucasian, 17% Asian/Pacific Islander, 10% Latino/His-
panic, 2% African American and 6% other. Sixty % were fresh-
men, 16% were sophomores, 13% were juniors, and 6% were 
seniors.

proCedure

 Participants were recruited using the Psychology De-
partment’s participant research pool. Participants were given 
information about the questionnaire and chose to participate 
in this study using a UCSC online participation system. Partici-
pants completed measures of demographics, adult attachment, 
perceptions and appraisals of academic hassles, psychological 
well-being and 
stress reaction. 
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meAsures

demogrAphiCs

 Participants provided information about their age, gen-
der, class level, and ethnicity.  

ChALLenge-threAt ApprAisALs

 Blascovich (2008) used laboratory experiments to test 
his theory. In this study, we used self-reports and created a 
seven-item questionnaire that measured participants’ appraisals 
of stressful situations in their academic life. Participants rated 
the questions on a four-point scale ranging from 1 (strongly 
disagree) to 4 (strongly agree). They completed the following 
4 items measuring perception of academic resources (external 
support, ability/skills, knowledge and disposition): 1) “I have 
external social support (e.g., social support from relatives, 
friends) that benefits my academic work,” 2) “I have personal 
abilities and skills that benefit my academic work,” 3) “I possess 
knowledge that benefits my academic work,” 4) “I have personal 
characteristics that benefit my academic work”. 
Participants completed the following 3 items measuring percep-
tion of academic threats (danger, uncertainty, and required ef-
fort): 1) “I have to put too much effort into my academic work,” 
2) “I worry that I do not have enough control over my academic 
work and/or academic outcomes,” 3) “There is too much stress 
and pressure in my academic work.”  These questions were in-
tended to measure the participants’ appraisals of challenge or 
threat. Responses to both the resource questions and the de-
mand questions were averaged to create a perceived resources 
measure and a perceived demands measure. The challenge-
threat score was derived by subtracting the rated demands from 
rated resources. Numbers larger than zero reflect a challenge ap-
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praisal (resources outweighed demands) and numbers less than 
zero reflect a threat appraisal (demands outweighed resources).    

ACAdemiC hAssLes

 Hassles measures from the Inventory of College Stu-
dents’ Recent Life Experiences (ICSRLE) were used to measure 
the frequency of perceived hassles (Kohn, Lafreniere, & Gurev-
ich, 1990).  The questionnaire included 20 of the original 49 
items: 13 items measuring academic hassles (labeled develop-
mental challenge and academic alienation in the ICSRLE) and 7 
items measuring time pressure hassles. Participants were asked 
to indicate for each item how much it has been a part of their aca-
demic life at UCSC. Participants rated the items on a four-point 
scale ranging from 1 (not at all a part of my life) to 4 (very much 
a part of my life).  

AduLt AttAChment

 The Experiences in Close Relationships –Revised 
(ECR-R) questionnaire was used to measure adult attachment 
(Fraley, Waller, & Brennan, 2000). This questionnaire includ-
ed 18 items measuring anxiety and 18 items measuring avoid-
ance. Participants were asked to respond to questions consider-
ing how they generally experience relationships, not just what 
was happening in a current relationship. Participants rated the 
items on a four-point scale ranging from 1 (strongly disagree) to 
4 (strongly agree).

psyChoLogiCAL weLL-being And stress

 Two subscales taken from Patrick, Curtin, & Tellegen’s 
(2002) Multidimensional Personality Questionnaire (MPQ) 
were used to measure psychological well-being and stress reac-
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tion. The psychological well-being measure included 4 items, 
and the stress reaction measure included 6 items. Participants 
rated the items on a four-point scale ranging from 1 (strongly 
disagree) to 4 (strongly agree).

resuLts

desCriptive stAtistiCs 

 Table 1 presents the means, standard deviations, mean 
confidence intervals, and alpha reliabilities for academic hassles, 
time pressure, attachment anxiety and avoidance, stress reaction 
and well-being, and attachment patterns. The two ECR-R scales 

were highly reliable (anxiety, a = .91; avoidance, a = .92). At-
tachment patterns were determined using median splits of the 
ECR-R anxiety and ECR-R avoidance measures.  Individuals 
with low anxiety and low avoidance were categorized as secure 
attachment (n=53); individuals with high anxiety and low avoid-
ance were categorized as preoccupied attachment (n=25); indi-
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viduals with low anxiety and high avoidance were categorized as 
dismissive attachment (n=24); and individuals with high anxi-
ety and high avoidance were categorized as fearful attachment 
(n=62). The high number of fearful students is consistent with 
previous research (Gjerde, personal communication, April 15, 
2009).
 The alpha reliabilities of the two challenge-threat scales 
were acceptable (resources, a = .74; demands, a = .64). The re-
source scale and the demands scale were not related (r = -.07). 
We conducted a factor analysis to further examine the inter-item 
consistency of the resource and demand scales. Table 2 presents 
the component matrix for the challenge-threat scales. A princi-
ple component analysis with a varimax rotation yielded two clear 
factors; these factors were labeled resources and demands. As 
noted above, in order to estimate the challenge-threat appraisal, 
we calculated a difference score. The reliability of the difference 
score for the challenge-threat measure was .67.

CorreLAtes to stress And weLL-being 

 Table 3 presents the correlations among all measures. 
Academic hassles and time pressure were significantly corre-
lated to stress reaction (for academic hassles, r = .28, p < .001, 
for time pressure, r = .24, p < .01). Therefore, individuals who 
perceived themselves as having a high frequency of academic 
hassles and time pressure also, as can be expected, experienced 
high levels of stress. Challenge threat appraisals and stress re-
action and well-being were significantly correlated, (for Stress 
Reaction r = -.27, p < .001, for Well-being r = .31, p < .001). 
Therefore individuals with challenge appraisals of academic 
challenges were more likely to experience higher well-being and 
lower stress. Conversely, individuals with threat appraisals of 
academic challenges were more likely to have lower well-being 
and higher stress. 
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 Attachment anxiety and avoidance were significantly 
correlated with stress reaction (for Anxiety, r = .49, p < .001, 
for Avoidance, r =. 18, p < .05). Anxiety and avoidance were 
also significantly correlated to well-being, (for Anxiety, r = -.27, 
p < .001, for Avoidance, r = -.28, p < .001). Therefore individu-
als with high anxiety scores and with high avoidance scores were 
more likely to experience higher stress and lower well-being. 
 A one-way analysis of variance was conducted to evalu-
ate the relationship between attachment patterns and well-be-
ing. The independent variable was ECR-R attachment patterns 
and had four levels: secure, dismissive, preoccupied, and fearful 
and the dependent variable was MPQ well-being. The omnibus 
F-test was significant (p < .01).  Post-hoc analysis indicates that 
secure individuals had significantly higher well-being scores 
than fearful individuals. A one-way analysis of variance also ex-
amined the relationship between attachment and stress reaction.  
The independent variable was the same four ECR-R attachment 
patterns described above and the dependent variable was MPQ 
stress reaction.  The omnibus F-test is significant (p <.001).  
Post-hoc analysis indicates that fearful and preoccupied individ-
uals perceive significantly more stress than secure and dismis-
sive individuals. 

ChALLenge threAt ApprAisALs And AttAChment

 The challenge-threat appraisal score was moderately re-
lated to attachment anxiety and avoidance (anxiety, r = -.21, p 
< .01; avoidance, r = -.18, p < .05). Thus individuals with high 
anxiety and/or high avoidance were more likely to have threat 
appraisals. Individuals with low anxiety and/or low avoidance 
were more likely to have challenge appraisals. Furthermore, in 
the challenge-threat appraisals, academic demands and anxiety 
were negatively correlated (r = -.28, p < .001). Thus individu-
als with high anxiety scores perceived themselves as having high 
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academic demands. Academic resources and avoidance were 
also negatively correlated (r = -.22, p < .01). Thus individuals 
with high avoidance scores perceived themselves to have low 
academic resources.

disCussion

 The present research sought to investigate correlates of 
stress and well-being in college students. Specifically, the ma-
jor goal was to test and expand Blascovich’s challenge-threat 
appraisal theory by examining its relations to attachment and 
stress. To achieve this aim, this study used self-report measures 
to investigate the relations between college students’ appraisals 
of academic demands, adult attachment and academic stress and 
well-being.  

AttAChment And ACAdemiC stress

 The present study tested the relationship between at-
tachment and academic stress. The finding that individuals with 
high attachment anxiety or high attachment avoidance were 
more likely to experience higher academic stress and lower well-
being suggests that attachment patterns are related to coping in 
the academic domain. Furthermore, our finding that fearful and 
preoccupied individuals perceived significantly more academic 
stress than secure and dismissive individuals supports past re-
search on attachment. Specifically, this finding is consistent 
with Shaver and Mikulincer’s (2007) assertion that anxiously 
attached individuals exaggerate threats and adversities, which 
would tend to increase the perception of stress for both preoc-
cupied and fearful individuals. Securely attached individuals, on 
the other hand, transform threats to challenges, and therefore 
have lower stress. Dismissive individuals distort and downplay 
threats, which can lead to a lower perception of stress, at least 
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in the short run (Shaver and Mikulincer, 2007). Given the pres-
ent findings, the relationship between attachment and academic 
coping warrants further research. It is important to investigate 
whether attachment is a predictor of coping and stress, as it 
could lead to changes in the understanding and method of in-
terventions and policies. Given that the present study is corre-
lational, we were not able to identify whether attachment was a 
predictor of stress.  

Contributions to the ChALLenge-threAt LiterAture

 The present research found a significant relationship 
between challenge-threat appraisals of academic demands and 
stress reaction and well-being. This finding supports the findings 
reported by Chemers, Hu, & Garcia (2001). These researchers 
reported that individuals characterized by challenge apprais-
als were more likely to have low stress. In contrast, individuals 
with threat appraisals are more likely to have high stress. In ad-
dition, the present research found a significant relationship be-
tween challenge-threat appraisals and psychological well-being. 
Challenge appraisals were related to high well-being and threat 
appraisals were related to low well-being. This finding is an im-
portant contribution to the challenge-threat literature because 
it suggests that the way an individual appraises an academic de-
mand is associated with his or her overall well-being. However, 
since this is a correlational study, we cannot determine the di-
rection of influence.
 Furthermore, we found a strong relationship between 
attachment anxiety and attachment avoidance, on the one hand, 
and appraisals of academic demands on the other. Specifically, 
we found a relationship between Blascovich’s challenge-threat 
appraisals and attachment. This finding has important implica-
tions, as appraisals of demanding situations are related to stress 
and health. Both anxiety and avoidance were related to threat 
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appraisals, but the factors influencing these appraisals differed. 
High anxiety was related to a heightened perception of demands, 
while high avoidance was related to a lower perception of re-
sources. This finding supports Shaver and Mikulincer’s (2007) 
assertion that avoidant individuals perceive low external sup-
port, which is an important factor contributing to the perception 
of resources. This finding also supports the idea that anxiously 
attached individuals are hypervigilant of threats, and therefore 
emphasize the difficulty and threat of a situation (Mikulincer & 
Shaver, 2008). 
 It is important to consider that the present study’s method 
for measuring challenge-threat appraisals differed slightly from 
previous research. In previous research on challenge-threat ap-
praisals using self-report (Chemers et al., 201), the self-report 

measures included one question measuring resources and one 
question measuring demands. This is problematic because a dif-
ference score based on two questions does not allow us estimate 
the reliability of the difference score. The present study includ-
ed several self-report questions measuring the different factors 
that contribute the perception of resources and the perception 
of demands as conceptualized by Blascovich (2008). Therefore, 
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participants could rate independently their perception of indi-
vidual factors contributing to the overall perception of resources 
or demands, as opposed to one global statement about resourc-
es and demands. In contrast to Chemers et al. (2001), we were 
able to estimate the reliability of the difference score and make 
certain that it did not contain only error variance. It is important 
to note that the reliability of the difference scores for the present 
study’s challenge-threat appraisal index was high. This finding is 
important for future research on challenge-threat appraisals and 
psychology research in general. The high reliability of our index 
is a positive finding, and indicates that difference scores can be 
responsibly used as long as we have available the correlation be-
tween the two variables as well as their reliabilities.  

impLiCAtions for ACAdemiC poLiCy

 Although the academic institutions themselves cannot 
alter many of the factors that contribute to stress and well-being, 
it may be possible to help students’ overall well-being through 
decreasing time pressure and increasing support. The present 
research found significant correlations between hassles stem-
ming from time pressure and both challenge-threat appraisals 
and stress reactions. Therefore, if institutions work towards cre-
ating more time for academic assignments, it might be possible 
to decrease the threat and stress involved in academic settings. 
In addition, the present research suggests that an individual’s 
perception of resources influences his or her ability to cope 
with academic stress. In the present study, a high perception 
of resources was related to challenge appraisals of academic 
demands and high psychological well-being. Therefore, it is im-
portant that academic institutions provide adequate academic 
support for students. Through increasing available resources 
and support in academic settings, it may be possible to increase 
students’ ability to cope with stress. 
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ConCLusions, LimitAtions, And direCtions for future 
reseArCh 

 In summary, the results of this study indicate that at-
tachment patterns and the ways in which individuals appraise 
academic demands are significantly related to their overall stress 
and well-being. This research investigated relations between at-
tachment, challenge-threat appraisals and academic stress. To 
the best of our knowledge, these variables have not previously 
been related to each other in the same study.
 Finally, there are limitations that need to be considered. 
One possible limitation is the use of self-report measures to es-
timate challenge-threat appraisals. Because challenge-threat ap-
praisals have most widely been tested in experimental settings, 
the use of self-report measures has not been well validated. 
Therefore, it is important that future research investigates more 
carefully the validity of self-report measures in challenge-threat 
appraisal research. Another limitation of the present study is 
that the relevance of challenge-threat appraisals and stress was 
only tested in the academic domain.
  In future research on stress, it would be useful to look at 
the predictors of stress including measures of attachment, chal-
lenge-threat appraisals, temperament and personality. In terms 
of the challenge-threat theory, it would be interesting to inves-
tigate the relationship between adult attachment and challenge-
threat appraisals of interpersonal demands (as noted above, this 
research only studied academic demands).  Further knowledge 
of the correlates and predictors of stress and coping is crucial 
for improving the life quality of college students by lessening the 
stress in their daily academic environment.    
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Y “the shop” Z
w
or, 

A Story Inside, Outside, and In Between Back Rooms

by sArAh sloAt

 
tHE bEaUty waS tHE Day, anD not tHE otHEr way, So aCtivity 
waS irrElEvant rEally.  He poured himself a bowl of I-Miss-
You-Ohs and mistook the sun for a glass of orange juice- and 
was badly scalded as a result of that.  But, like everything else 
in life, messes must be remedied, or at least postponed.  So he 
cleaned the sunshine drip drip drops and threw them back into 
the sky, hoping they wouldn’t return as acid rain.
 His life counter balanced on a strange combination 
of expectation and reconfirmation, ploys by his mind to settle 
a nonexistent score with himself- God?- no, himself.  Instead 
of pancakes, he saw the failings of mankind, in corn flakes the 
uncertainty that can only come from a life drawn in fear of the 
SNAP CRACKLE POP that may just be around your corner.  
And although his breakfast was not one of sweet milk and honey, 
to him, it was still filling.  
 Every day the man would put on his tweed hat, tweed 
coat, and tweed trousers (he was awfully fond of tweed) and would 
walk down the street to a store titled, “Pick Me Ups: Trinkets, 
Tokens, and Tons of Irrational Objects You Think You Need.”  
While other days were busier than others, the shop always had 
customers, some cautious and distrusting, but there nonethe-
less.  Others paraded around the small five-and-dime with cheap 
authority, asserting that this was their destiny, if nothing else.
 With a tinkle of a tring-a-ling, the man entered the store, 
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his hat in hand, reverent of what he may find that day.  A mousy 
young woman with resilient eyes dangled a broken pocket watch 
in front of the willowy shop keeper, who said with a gentle voice, 
“No ma’am, I afraid we’re fresh out of time today.”  He saw oth-
ers pillaging through boxes scattered about the store, all with 
clean inked titles like “MAYBE THIS TIME” and “I HOPE THIS 

FOR YOU AND FOR ME.”  A sign titled “WHAT YOU’VE 
BEEN LOOKING FOR” pointed towards the west side of the 
shop, and the man followed.  He had found items there before, 
but nothing had lasted.
 Whether it was a pearl earring or an old kleenex, every-
thing in the store had a price tag.  A quarter here, five dollars 
there, it didn’t really matter to the customers.  Often no one 
bought anything; it was the search that drove their desire.  Items 
that were bought were often returned, pushed back into the cy-
cle of the hopeful and the hopeless.  It was a comforting thought 
that one could always come back, then have the power to take 
what they need.
 No one knew where the merchandise came from; one 
just assumed it was the baggage that someone else didn’t want.  
Today he filtered through old faded photographs of pretty smil-
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ing girls, warm woolen socks, and cast-off diaries.  Although the 
action produced immediate guilt, he often snuck a look at the 
pages of the worn out notebooks, hoping that somewhere in the 
distance someone too dreamed of a person they didn’t know.  It 
was a choice that reminded him of the first time he gazed at the 
stars and had an overwhelming sensation that someone else was 
staring back.  A weathered old woman in Moscow, a young sol-
dier in the jungles of the Congo- he imagined them all, gawking 
at the heavens whispering the same hallowed thought there must 
be something more.
 He continued his rummaging, pushing past a dictionary 
and a pair of leather boots with a little note attached that read: 
“will get you through the journey, if nothing else.”  He tried to 
put them on, but they were too small.  The man found a fairly 
new compass and scowled at it, thinking it cheap and deceitful.  
Feeling the cool plastic surface he shook his head, the last thing 
he needed was something man-made that thought it could give 
him direction. It was nothing but an interpretation of the choic-
es; how can someone be limited to north, south, east, and west?
 The man sighed; there was nothing there for him.  He 
replaced the lid and slid the box back into the freshly painted 
shelf, hoping that one day these things, these articles of irrever-
ence, would find a home.  Prepared to leave, he paused, noticing 
a dark blue curtain at the back of the store.  It had a tattered piece 
of paper safety-pinned to the material, and at a closer glance he 
realized the thick cursive read undesirables.  
 A sense of fear and excitement gathered around him, for 
as many times he had come to the shop, he had never gone, nor 
noticed, this part of the room.  He cautiously checked if anyone 
saw him, there were no signs saying he could not enter, but the 
feeling that he was breaking the rules was unavoidable.  But, no 
other customers paid him any attention, they were too consumed 
with their own search.
 With a deep breath, he took the plunge, and pushed 
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past the velvety shade.  It was a dark room, with a single light, 
roughly the size of a downstairs closet.  It was encompassed by 
shelves, but unlike the rest of the store’s neat boxes, items were 
scattered throughout the room mismatched and untitled.  A thin 
layer of dust covered the undesirables, and the man squinted to 
see what he could find.  The faint gold of a baseball trophy could 
be made out, as could the lace of a wedding dress be seen.  Two 

deep oil painted eyes stared at him from the shelf, asking him- 
taunting him - will you be disappointed too?
 A peculiar glimmer caught his eye and he tip-toed over 
to follow the sight.  The shine was high, much higher than he 
could reach.  He looked for a ladder or step stool, but none could 
be found.  Discouraged, he moved to leave, but could not stop 
his eyes from lingering on the unknown shimmer.  With out 
any rhyme or reason, he became overwhelmed by the thought 
that this object must be his, and he began to climb the shelves.  
Higher, higher, higher.  Splinters licked his fingers and cobwebs 
tried to form a barricade of silk, but still he went higher, higher, 
higher.  The closer he was, the farther it appeared, and the more 
he wanted it.
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 At last he reached the lusted shelf, and not for the first 
time the feeling of fear dwelled on him.  But where other mo-
ments he would have shied away, he looked inward, and outward, 
and in-between.  And he put his hand in, not knowing what he 
would reach.
 He felt cold, smooth metal and a cylindrical shape.  It 
was a trumpet, and despite the darkness and the dirt, he knew it 
was beautiful.  Angling the instrument towards the single bulb, 
he saw the gleam of the brass and the buttons of copper and fell 
in love.
 He rushed down his ladder-of-shelves, whisked back the 
curtain, and ran towards the register knowing that for the first 
time in his life, he was making a scene.  He knew that he would 
pay hundreds, thousands, his whole life savings- as long as he 
could bring back this lovely thing he had found in the black-
ness.
 Breathless, he asked the willowy man the cost, ready to 
spill the contents of his wallet on the counter top.  The willowy 
man stared at him doubtfully, “You can’t want this.  Nobody 
wants this.”
 The man looked at the curves and the shine and the mu-
sic and said, “But I do.”
 The willowy man still looked uncertain, “But can you 
play this?  It looks difficult, at least to me.”
 But the man’s imagination moved from the music to 
space to time to love and replied, “But I can learn.”
 The willowy man pursed his lips and stared at the hope-
ful man before him.  He had lived above this store his whole life, 
and his parents, and his parent’s parents had always been the 
shopkeepers.  Day after day he saw the customers, their care-
fully guarded hearts, the anticipation that leaked through their 
eyes.  Night after night he went to sleep discouraged, knowing 
that not one of his customers had found what they had been 
looking for.  But when morning arrived he would open the shop 
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again, because like the rest of them, he still hoped.  It was rare 
to find a man such as this, so sure that he had found exactly what 
he was looking for with no explanation as of why.  And although 
the willowy man had hope, on why he had labored his life at this 
shop, he did not have trust and could not stand to see another 
man broken.
 But he did, as all men must do, willowy or not.  He took 
a chance.
 He reached for the brown paper wrappings and the spool 
of twine and carefully, as if the trumpet were a long awaited child, 
wrapped it neatly and safely.  Handing it to the man before him 
he smiled a hesitant smile, “Well, then take it.  As no one desires 
this but you, there is no price that I could put on it.” 
 With a yelp of joy not heard in the shop for all its years 
of business, the man grabbed his treasure and rushed back to his 
home.  It was Christmas morning, it was a new day, it was a new 
year and the man tore off the carefully taped and folded packag-
ing.  He raised it to his lips, summoned all the air around him, 
and as if the trumpet were the candles on his very first birthday 
cake, he blew.
 At first the noise- and really, it could only be described 
as that- startled him.  His angel had turned into a honking wild 
thing, and he stood agape.  No miracle occurred, no heavens 
open, no life longing was suddenly filled with the song that he 
could produce.
 He stared at the trumpet; it was both a material object 
and wild creature, safe and still unpredictable. He fingered its 
buttons and knobs, the curves of the horn, and the small hole 
of the mouth piece.  And he asked whatever heavenly force that 
guided him for the strength and patience necessary to create 
your own happiness.  So once again he took a deep breath, and 
this time with greater caution and with full knowledge of the risk 
that he was taking, he blew again.
 And oh, it was music.
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 It rose and fell like the sea and suddenly everything was a 
different hue, deep reds and golds, and it seemed to cry like the 
birds of the ocean, or the flaming tropical creatures from places 
that had no names but he had only dreamed about; and it echoed 
the same flutter he had felt when he faced love all those years ago, 
the laced fingers and stolen kisses and the desperation found in 
the word goodbye, and he began to cry because everything was 
so beautiful and so sincere and for the first time in his life joy 
radiated through his soul and he knew he would never be alone 
again.
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